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DESCRIPTION OF OXFORD HOUSES 

The following is pasted from material obtained through Oxford House, Inc. 

~'leas~ see belc~v~ an +~x~lan~tt~vn ~f tie C ford Hausa ~nc~p~,:fc~llc~wed by a discussis~n 
of some cif thhe legal precedents and settled lsw s~rc~urtdi~g Ox~c~rd House s under the 
Federal fair Hr~~ts~~ ~4;ct. 

Fvx t~~ and v~~r reasv.~s, we aye pleased mat the St~.te off' . tacky has ~s~nt~ra~ted 
~r%th C3~~'ard. Hau~e;. ~ . to ~ gen ~ious~s tl~rc~u~t~aut the sfi~e ~d the ~urg,+~an Cenral a~' 
t~2~ United S~t~:s has z~ca iz the +~hcfc~rd House ma~el ~ l~dxng example of 
"Re~ov y ~c~using.z" ~'~tcit~g.~~'i~trt~~ ra ~rrlerica: ~'he Surgec~r~ Es~t~eral's Report ~r~ 
.~lcohvl, .IJ~rug~s, anz~' ~alt~i ~~~~., htt,~►~,lfacl~' i,~v.,n~:s. u e~ ~r~~ral. c~vi~ 

f~xford Hose pr~avic~e an c~p~s~rtc~.i~.y for rec~~ering alc~ ulxcs ~.nd s~bsta~ces 
abusers to rn~intain fihe~r sobriety ~~ ~ sup~~~~ive I~~uing ~viro~~me~ thy# does nt~t. 
r+~~uir~ the pr~~isi~n of`treatmer~t or ~ouns~lirig spices. 

{ o ~cru~e pxovides safe and saber hou~i~ag ~'or p~r~nns in xecc~~~ry ~irom. 
a~c~hr~iisrn ar~c~ subst: ~ ~b~s~. In th~~ regard,:Qxfc+rd House,.inc., t~ n~~i€~na1 
or~anii tic~n, assists in es~b~is~ing housing far reco~r~ring addicts and ~lcc~~c~lics ~t is 
~nanciaily self-sc~part~d, demo~at Gaily non, and irz~m~diat~l~ ea€pel~ a~yan~ wh€~ uses 

dru~,s o~ al~h~i, inside car r~utsi~~ hcr~~. Th~r~ z~ nv pad st~►f~, caunse~i~g~ therapy,. 
~x hcsuse rnar~ ;~:r ir~vc+lved a'n th+e o~e~tivn ~►f fih~ hau~e. ~n C~xforel ~ous+e, the pup 
bea,ves 1~~~ a~xy fr~m;~,mily au~.d ma~ce~ ~reup ~ecisio~s ba~~d vn c~emacr,~tic prc du~es. 
t~~c~rd ~o~us~ i~ n~athing mc~~~ than ~: sin~~e-faumily resic~~nce. 

t3~.fprd House sad zts are e +~u.~ag~d try rent pan ~e-~a~%Iy ~weliings ~a~aG~d in 
~c~e n~i,{~hb~z~ha€~ds. T~s ru ns ~C3~vrd H~u~cs are usu:~ly lz~c~.ted in areas zoned ~~r 
singi~-~amit~ dwl~~z s. 

+t~~fvrd Hc~us~ are nc+t ~u~s ce ab c~nt~xs, halfway hr~ ses, sh~l rs czar 
cc~mmutut~ care fac~ti~z~s. There is no treatment, couns~lia~g, ther~.p~y, c►r may t~'P~ of 
health c.~ure ~~rvic~ provided. O~~r~ ~-Irn s are nod lic~ns~d by the ~t~#e, nac air try 
required tv be licensed. In ~n {~xfc~rd Hfluse, as ~pp~s~+~ to ~ ha~fi~+a~ lh~c~u~+~, r~sid~,► 
live 1k~~re by chc~i~. T'h~re is nac~ ~o manage, paid staff or sther type cry institutional 
erscrnn~I involved in the suger~i icrn r~r manage~rnent o~`the h+~u~se. ,x.11 d~%~io r~~~g 

t~ t1~e funct€o~ang t~f ~n Oxford House ~.re m~d~ ~~rnc~+~7atzcalZy. ~n C}xf~rd douse 
ma.~zage~ ~t~ own fi~~s ~ur~~ ~ its c,wn b a~c~ t. Cfxfard H~u~se~ are nit h #'vva~ 
houses, nor are they a su~stitut~ ~c~r halfway houses. 



+C~cfc~rd Ho es ire neither raomin~ nc~r b~acdir~~ h~o~ses. " ~ r~sid~~ts c~f+E~xfvrd 
~c~u~ rat ~ ~nti~e premises ra~h~r ~ ~ sz~g~ ray► ..~l.~l r~s~de~.ts ~~v acs to the 
entire ~e and III of tie hc~us~~~~d ~itities, and dive ~~ tae hnus~ as and a~he~^ group 
cif unrr:I~.t~d persv~s ~~tion~r~~ ~s a ~iz~z~l~ ~ousek~egir unit. The r~sid~nts ofth~ 
ht~use share all hc~us~;hc~id r~ssprnn~s~~iliti~~, in~i~cii~.g ~~aa~.~i,a~ r~;~pan~~ibili~ far ~► rent 
and ufi3~ties, whic#~ they ~dy ~u~ o~"a sin I~e h~~hc~id ~h~cl~cing ae~caa~.u~t. They a~sa shy 
in the cc~c~~i~tg, shoppiz , cle~ni~t~ d g em ~ e cif #h~ ~r~mise~. The r~~idents ~iv~ 
tr~~ether p~urp~sefu~l~y to ~reat~ a "~'~tznily" atmt~spher~, where the residents slime ill 
~sp~ects cif d~mest~c l~f~. T~iere ~re nc~ sp~ci hoc nz~ the doors of the b~dr~v~. Thy 
is nca stiff, paid +~r t~therwise, iivin~ in the ha~se c~~ av~e~seeing; the ~ouse~ and ~a 
tr~atrnent or pr~`essc~r~al ~~rvic~s pravided at the pr~miis~~. 

Fhysical[y, the ~iaus~ is ~o ~x~~z~nt vr~ a~ay oth+~r single-~~nni y ~i~me ~n the 
n~i~hbc~rh~d. It is siu~ply a side-fan ~y d~v~Ili~~ ~.t is b~iz~g ~~,teci by a group of 
in~livid~als. '~h+e Ie~s~e is bet~ve~n the l~xd~r~rc~ ~n+~ the re~~t~ nos ~f ~Jxford Hausa, C3 nrc~ 
H+~use as. ~n ~~#'ect, an u~incrargc~r~t~1 ass~ciat~c~n c~mpps~ed ~~`~e x~sid~n~ whr~ rsid~ 
the~ea ~ .us, th~r~ ~s s direct I~~oard-tenant rr~~~ti~nship b~tv~e~n the actin r=esidents c~~` 
the ~«rer~u~~s an~i the l icrrd. ~,~ the lease cl ay znc~ca s, th~r~ are no crth~r pe:rs~ans 
car a~r~an~atic~~s, r~tl~r tea tl~e silents whc~ living in the house, responsible ~`vr 
l~yin the rent car u~ilz~ies ~c~~r ~~~s reu't~l property, 

Dare immp~artant~ them is ~c~ third pax~.y rl.~akzn~ ~n~ d+e~ ~ic~ns r~gardin~ the way 
t es~ uses cep ra~~~ mho z~esicies in tfi~~ hawse or hovv the hawses are ~~ 6~ rte, ~lt~ ~e 
can~.~, the r~sit~ z them~e~~es to e all ~f t~.e~e d~cisi~ns* c~rer~ver, iher+~ is nc~ 
awns r~r c~ ~at~r at the ~xr~~mis~s ~vha makes ~ecisir~ns ~ega~ding w ~~~r~s in the 
premz~~s aid hew tie prerni~s w+~~ld functian. Fuurct~er, all a~~i~ ~us~~c~~d expenses, 
inciu~iing teat, uti it~e and basic hc~useh~a~c~ s~~pli~s, are i+d f+ar +o~Iy b~ #t~~ ares~d~nts. 

Thy pay:~;nt~ aar~ ~} ~qua~, regardi~~s c~ tie s~ s~f e ;ronrn, sine ~ac~ ~~s~~er~i ~s 
l~aa~xng the ~r~tire h~ , r~c~t jet r+~~nr~.. ~ ~a~dlord is p~:~d ~~e mc~nt~ty chi . fc+r 
rend, w~ch xefle~t~ the rcr~t fir the ~ntir~ pause. ~inal~~, i~the~re i~ ~ vac.~r~y, t 
residents decide w ~h~r to ~~l it, and i~su, t.~r.~ ide~ti~.y ~f ~ r~u~ occ~gant. 

~I~+1'nt rsnly is ~herr+~ no "c~pe~atc~r" ~ria~ing d~ci~zcrns re~ar~ii tt:~e rw~ning c~~' ~ 
p~ema~s, bt~~ rather ~ owner his ~b~~u~ ~y ~ac~thing ~ d+~ wit~a tie ~d~nti~y of t~~ n vv 
u~c~ividt~s r~si~n~ at the ht~us~e, ar ~Z~w ~t~~g th+~ ind~vit~c~Is s#ay ~t the ht~use do er 
~ ~ amply tab~ishing th+~ ~~as~ fc~r ~e enure prnp~rt~,'~..~1i a~` t~~se ~i~ccisi~ns 
made exclusively by the t~na~~s *~rt~~ ~e rentirng ~h~ ~~ ins. 
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LEGAL PRINCIPLES WARRANTING SPECIAL CONSIDERATION 

PROVIDED BY OXFORD HOUSE COUNSEL 

~'ar t~~e s~n~ reas+a~ts ass+~rt~d, the use c~~`Cixford H~us~ which ~s l~s+~d on ~~ 
game mod+~l of s~~~'-run, s+~ f=su~pvr~e~ shard Iivin~ ~~ ~n int~ntio "family►'} is 
~i~€ew~~~ nab ~ ce►r~ur~un~~y c~ cen~~r~ r~c~inang or aa~`~ing h+~us~, gaup homy car 
~iaa~~fvway l7ause ur~d+~r any app~i~able definition. ~,~~ ~~rd ,~crz~se. - .~v~rgre~r~ ~. C'it~ of 
~'IaiM~eld, 769 ~'. ~up~. 1 X29 ~. T.J. 1391)(0 ft~rd ~Tt~us~ is not ~ halfv~ray house. 
~.~sid~nts share r~c►r~ ~h~n "`hvuse.~ld r~s~nn ibiliti~;ss" mad meals. "~`he ~i nos make 
ail hc~us~ r~ecisit~r~s iz~ a c nnc~crat.~~ fashion. ~3ut even mope impc~artant, the ~uppc~xt they 
l ea~~ #.her ~s r~ uric, ire ~ saw m~~r .ass that 4f a we~l~~unct~c~r~~z family. 
'I~"h~ xe~ c~~s~i€p is ~~a~ ~~~~+us tc~ t~a~t be~~~~~ ar~s~i~~~ts of a bearding haus~}. ' 

C~x~~rd ~cau~e residents are consid~rred to bet "functional. equ~~ ~~nt" cif a 
~` miry ~`r~~ ~~ver,~ xeas~a~s. First, ail ~~e r~~id is live ~ icy the entire haute. 
~~~nd, al1 ~e r~s~d~ts p ticipat~ ec~u~l~}~ i~ the he► e~eepin~ :~unct~o~a~ of the 3~ouse, 
h~us~ ch~r~s ~cul house finances. E~~h r~id~n~, hc~vvev~r, i~ res~c~nsibl~ ~crr hip ~a r~. 
~'~rad and cac~k~z~g. T'~ird is the quality of ~:h~ relati~~ship arnon~ the ~si~i~~s. The 

Q~i~n~33 and rnutu~ suppa~t and. bc~ i~g gi~u~n (~~fc~rci I-~raus~ rei~ents i~ supperct ~►f 
their recc~v~ry fr~~n +drug ac~cIict~~n ~nnd alcc>~r+alism ~s the equi~~l~~t n~tYa~ p~ a~i~ve 
~ supp+~~ received i~ a ~rac~i~ional ~ i~~. Fxz~at~y, ~h+e Iiv~ng. ~m~n~ement i~ not sad 
upon a pr+~~t xn~t~v~. It has b~~~ fa~nd t~a~~ inc~ir~iduu~is who de~id~ t~ l~v~ ire p~~ram~ 
s~~ as that ~~ered by t,~~~'~ Haus+~, are allowed t+~ ~~, e in ~ pr~~~s~s a~xec~vexy 
~c~~ a~cc~holism and ~u~stan+~~e abuse, at ear awn pace. ~y living ~vviittz c~th~r pins 
~avhc~ ~ ire rec~~~xy, ~ z~~i~~r~~s shvulci ~eve~ ~av~ to ~ac~ ~n ~l+~ohc~l~c`s car addict's 
d ~~i~~t ene~rn~: iaz~~li~~ss and i~c+lat can. ~'c~i~wrrr~ v, G`zty of ~`r~rxsz~r~ .~sla~ad, X44 F.3d 
120► # 12~'~ tl~ Cyr. ~a. ~(~t~8}. 

Iz~ ~d~it~on, sid~ents live ire an t~x~orc~ +~r~~ by chaise. The c~i~aic~ is c~sua~ly 
mra~ivat~d b~ the ~rzdxvidual's desire not t~ re~~ss~ into dreg andlc~~ .~~~cvhc~~ use a~,ai~ 
~r that inr~ividua~ his ~`boi s~~d Brut,>° ~:,.~., Ic~st j~~s, home ~r f~z7rtity, ~t is ~sc~ 
rnr~~ivated ~y ~~ d ~~r~ that +~ must chi n~~ th~i~ cif+ yl~, the mar ~r in which the 
c+~~r~iuct their ~~airs~ ~ac~ the z~.ee~i to 1~~com~ a resp~nsi1al+~, pr~t~u~~v~ ~n~mb+~r +~~ 
s~ci~ty. The final ~acto~r in rte ~sn~~~ tha# ~f'ord Hc~us~ zes~d~nts a~r~ the "fia~,c~c~n~ 
e~rai~alez~t" c~~'a ~aEmily is e f~;ct ~h~t there is ~~,limit ~s tc~ ~~w ~~n~ a r~sid~r~t c~nn ~t~y 
in an ~}xfard ~~n~. ~a~ce~v~b~y~, axa i~~~r~z~ua1 can shy ire an ~'►xfvrd :~~u~e fc~r a 
lifetime ~~` ~ls~ does ~~. relapse ~nta ct~g anc~l~r ~l~n~,€~1 use, pay his/her rent vn ~a~~, 
~nc3 dais r~c~t ~ng~ge i~ disruprti~v~ b~h~vzr~x. 



T r id~ntt~ of C~~ford Hc~t~se are cr~n~idexed "h~. i~ppe~3" under the l98~ 
ar~encirnents to t1~e federal fair Housuig .A.ct (~'k~HA). See 4Z U.S.C. 36t~Q et seq-
~;cvvering addicts ~.rzci alco~alics az~ specifica~Iy included within the +r~~xnition of 
„ha[tdicappe~ itaclividua~." See, ~~ i.1. S.C. 36i}2{~~ aza..d 24 C.F.R.. 1 Ut~.~fl 1(a}(2~, Sep, 
alsr~, Cz~ju of ~r.~ix~~ds v. ~,~`~rd HQuse, Inc, S14 U.~. 72 (1995}. Tlz+c F,~ir H~usin,~ Act 
WY1S ~i11~~.d~ tC3 i~iC~ud+~ xt~3Capp~i~ 1rifl~vAt~ua~S Wtf~titi itS p8i 2~teis, and to ~aar~te~ 
the abii~ty oft ese individ ~s to live in tl~e residence oFtheir chaise within tthe 
ct~ana~nu~n~ty'. Tsr~~baniriis v. pity o,~W~st .~av~~t, ] ~t3 F.Supp. 2d 26~, 2~~ (~33. ~azu~. 
20Q1)> cr~f`d inwart, rev`din part, 352 F.3d S6S {~d Cyr. 2~~~1; thr,ford Hvus~ 
~ver~r~~tr v. City v,~'Pl~zinfield, supra. {noting that resic~e~ts t~f an O~xfprd kiouse ire 
Plainfieldk New Hersey "are dart cif a nat~or~~ly xecagn~~ed prc~ ram w~i~~, thro~~h peer 
pressure and strict caz~ditie~ns cif abstz~nc~, success~ul.Ey mmain~tains fr~~dvm from 
ad~ictian end ~rnprc~ves the ~i~~s and appvrtunities ~a~' its ~articip ts,"}; Ux,~vrd I~ir~us~, 
Irzc. v Tt~wnrh%p of C1~err~r N~XI, 79~} F. Sapp, X50, 454 (~.N.~, 19 2}("There is a 
sh~az~age of a+~:qu~te hc~c~sing iri New Jersey for recc~v~r€ng substar~,ce at~users and 
a~icohc~lics. Interf~rirtg with the use of the ~c~r~rr~entic~ned residences as t~xfard Houses 
anct farcizzg the z~~ide~ats to 1eav~ ~vv~uld be ea~tzemely d~t~rnez~tal tv fir r~cc~very ar~d 
vvc~uld substantially in~reas~ the likelihood c~frelapse"). As revering alcoh+~lics and 
addicts who +~a~znat resendy tiv~e indep~nd~ntly or with t}aei~ n~tura~ families, O~c~rd 
House r~side~ats are inc~ividu~s with l~ar~dicaps within tb~~ meaning of the Fair ~.ousiztg 
Act. City of Pfain, fied~', at ~ 3~2, 
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~n its a~ri~;~~ai. dorm, tk~e ~ed~ral Fair Ha~sir~~ Act ~FT'~CA} pm~ibite~f 
discrzminatic~n i~z ~gusing trarxs~~ti~ns on the basi$ of ra~efi cc~loz~, r~iigion z~nd ~atianal 
origin. Tie Fair Haas€ng Act ~. endm~nts of ~9~ changed tk~e enf~~~rnent sc~em~ d 
added hanc~zc~p az~d faxrail~al ~tacus tQ the types ofcfisc~iminafiion tit the statute prohibits. 
The law applies tc~ "dwellings," incluc~in~ any building c~ccupiec~ r~r intended ~c~r 
oc~up~rs~y as a re~ir~er~ce an..c~ any vacant Iand sold or eased for fi~ c~r~structivn c~~'such a 
building. Under the st~t~zte the proh3bitic~r~s include. refusal to sill, r~n~ r~r negotiate far 
housing, or oth+~rwi~~ ~~ke housing unavailable; a~o~atin~ burden~c~me ~arc~c:.~edu~es or 
delaying tactics; ~nalcing statements inr3i~catin~ raci~.l or other prohibited pr~eren~es; 
racial st~erin,~; excluszr~nary zvnin~ and ~aaid-use r~strict~crns; r~t~rtga~~ and insuuuraz~c~ 
redlining; and dis~rirninatvey appraisals. (42 U.S.C. §§ 31~Q2~b), ~~U3-36UG, 36 7 {~9~~), 
42 II.5.~. § 36t}4 {a){b} {ZOQU~,12.abert Cr, ~chwernrn, ~tt3~.3SlAYG C~I~C:RTh!IINATI~?N: 
LA.'~W A,A3F3 LI~"IGA"~'~C~ nat+~ 3 ~t 13-2 and ~~ (2t}O1 }. 

Under the F:EHA, ~t xs a discrimizxat~ry Iac~using pract~~ tra refuse tv mike "a 
reasc~nab~e accornr~a~atian in rules pc►]ac~es, prac~ces, car services w~~r~ such 
accamrn~ad~~c~~ ar~a~ ~e nec~s:~ary tQ afard ~a h~rndica. ed~ laerson e~g l c~ppnrtur~ity to 
use arxd enjoy a dur~~iing." ~2 t.T.S.C. ~3+6{I4(~~(3}(B)> Groorne I~esr~urces, .I.tt~ v Parr'sh 
rrf Je,~"erson, 234 F.3~ 1 ~2 {5th Cir. 2+0i~tf) Smr'th c~ ~e Assr~cs. v ~ft,~ of Taylor, 1~2 
~.~d 7'~1, '~9~ (6th Cir. 1996 ; ;~zsco zrt Ca~rectir~rrar ~~ry v. Cr"t,~r ref r'~wr~ukee, 173 ~. 
Cupp. 2d 842 (.~.~J. Wisc. 2t30I}; ~canvrn~wcr~ Residential Programs, I»c. v. Cify ~f 



~l.~~ra~rk ~, 4~~ . ~i 7"7 t 7~7 {nth Cir. ~tlt} } 1~e ~d.~~~~v~r~ ~'~re C'~r~ter.~ v 
~c~w ~iz~ off"~ir1l~s~`crwn, ~~5 F. Sapp. 2d f7~, 6~~ ~E,D. Pa. ~~9~~; 7`s~ rizd~s ~ ~'ity c~„~ 
~fi': h~au~n, ~ $fit ~. s~ap~. 2~ X62, X33, rev `a~ gather gr~► , 3 2 ~'.3d Sf~51 t~ "`~+~~. 
2{~t~3}. 
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C}ne f the ~poss ~' e r~~r~~l~ co~~aticrns ~~ro~~sic~~ is t~ ~dclr~ 
indi i aaz~i n~ end r~sp~and t~► ins ~~idt 1 ~i~cursasts~t ~s. I dais r ~r+d, courts h~v~ 
held that rna~nicip~iii es mist al~~e, v .ve, car eke exception t~ t~ir ~~ i~ rugs t~ 
s~c~re~ people vv€t~t disa~bi~rties the ~arr~ a e tc~ ~t~ sing ~s ~I~ who a~ w~tl~out 
c~s~bi3ii~~,1'~n~vn ~?f`Ba~iy~a~rr, 8~9 ~. Supp. ak 119~y ~a~rx'~arr ~~s~, ~0~ F. Su~+p, a~ ~9~'; 
~"c~~+nshi~ c~ 'C~r~rr~ ~'`~IZ 7 '. Cupp, at 4~~~63; ~'`~Ita~e of r~r.~ criT, '~~7 F. .i~pp. Ott 
x'78; ~'~ mc~rr~+v~cz~'t~ +~;f'~ ~r~'v Rice, 76 4 ~. ~r< a~ 2~~; T c~rr~~rctnid , src~ra. 

~°~e ~~ir I-~c~~a~ ~ , Act. ~1~ an a rmat~v~ duty c~~ the municipality #~ 
ac~s~ ~nr~c~c~te tie ~~s cif p~rs~n~ rv~ c~i~s~bz~~tie~, '1 he ~t c emends that lacal 
g~v~r~ments ~h~ ~ t~t~: atm r in ~r pit its ~caanzr~~ c~rc~aa~x~c~s are ~ppli+ec~ +afford the 
d sa ~~d the same v~portut~ity to ~.c~~sin as these ~v~~r are nc~t ~d sa~l~d. City ~f 

ta~~fi~ld, 76,7 F. slupp, at 1 ~44 ~~+cc`.r~ ~di~c~.Ao~ ~~aasa~n~birr ~~+rk e ~t "r➢v~uld gat ~►us~ 
t+3 c fr ~ ~l bt~rde~ try ~e C~t~+"'). 

P~r~ ng ford Hausa t~ exist we u~~ zoo s%~nif~cantiy c~~~prc~rn #: 
pc~l~ciec~ r~~.ce~t ~i inn y c~~ the lid use ~rd~t~a~c ~ t~i~t a rnw~~ipa~i~.y vv~txuld apply car 

.f~rrc~. ~3'ar is t~►~ aurzy ~ ~fca~t evide~c+~ that such ~ar~ ac~ornmrc ~t~t~n uro~l+d 
si,gni~c ily ~crmpramu"s~ a rnun~~i~► lity°s le,~itizz ir~i~c sks ~z~t p te~t~ the 
resi ~r~~i l +~ha~ct~r oft s~'tu~„ciir~~ neig t~r~d. ~ mr~.iicip~tity ,cr~t bpi ~C~ 
!:o l~u~ild lh+~uussir~~; ~rat r~ it is ~i~ ; reg sfd t~ rnc►v~ c~~cl~e ~ ~ousir►g. ~~e, 
T€~~vn r~,f'~`~tb~l~,~. supra; Hr~ntix~gtvrt $r~rnch, lV~ACP ~: Tr~wn crf'.tfzer~tin~t~n, F.2d 

I ~ new , O~"urci pause case ~ r~st~ ~t the p~c► ed ~ccc~~+~+~~t~~~ is 
r~asoz~able, ~t~r t ie Fair ~I€~ n~ Act requires a shc~ ir~g that t ~ m ~t~n " 
t c~ss r ~tc~ '~ar+~ [h~.nci~~~;~e~ }ae~'sc~ ~s t~u~ agpc~rt ifi~r to ~s~ az~ ~~ajc~y ~t 
d~vell~r~g.°' ~~ LT. .~C. 3 (}~{~j(3 {~}. Sep, ,1'~r~s~r t~,~`,Je„~ersa v ~t1i~c~,Fat~e~rlt crrr~, frr~., 
t9~ ~ t~i~ . Te st, Luis 9 2.4 (~. . L . T ~ ~~a-~a~er inquiry ~n requ~s~ fair ~, r ~sc~nable 
acc~cc~mrx~rut ti+~~z is the number of unret~t~c1 person why carp r~s~c~e to ~~l~ar ~s tc~ 
r~~t~a~l~~s of ~~ r s~~, If ~ mKn~ic palit~r Mass des ~s#ard ~cr~;ss~ ~,s zr~c~ng 
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Oxford HouseTM and The Law 

Oxford HouseT"' began in 1.975 as both a traditional and unique sort of organization. It is traditional in its organization as 
a nonprofit tax-exempt corporation. It is unique in its purpose and its product is the development and application of a 
concept and system of operations for recovering alcoholics and drug addicts to operate self-run and self-supported 
recovery homes. From the uniqueness of Oxford HouseTM has grown a successful program that significantly improves 
treatment outcomes for thousands of individuals recovering from alcoholism and drug addiction. 

This paper discusses how ordinary laws apply to the unique Oxford House program. Local government officials, 
landlords, casualty insurance companies and law enforcement officials may fmd the information useful. 

I.Oxford HouseTM Basis: §2036 of PL 104-690 

Congress enacted PL 100-690 [42 USC 11707], the federal Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, during the closing months of 
the Reagan Administration. Section 2036 of that Act relates to an incentive program to establish recovery self- help 
homes for alcoholics and drug addicts based upon the Oxford House model. The following remarks during 
consideration of the legislation by the late Congressman from Illinois, Edward R. Madigan, then ranking Republican on 
the House Energy and Commerce Committee Health Subcommittee, shows the nexus between the law and Oxford 
House. 

Chairman Henry Waxman (D.CA} and I included, as part of the block grant treatment provisions of 
this bill, a mandatory set-aside of $100,000 in each State to establish a revolving loan fund to provide 
loans to start self-run and self-supported recovery housing throughout the country. We did so because 
we believe that we have discovered acost-effective program that has had great success in reducing 
relapse - a phenomenon that makes recovery from alcoholism or drug addiction so fiustrating. I want 
to take a few minutes to share with my colleagues what we have learned. 

Thirteen years ago a group of recovering individuals in the Washington, D.C. area responded to the 
closing of a Government run half-way house by assuming the lease on that half-way house and 
running it on their own. They called the operation Oxford House, Today over 200 recovering 
individual live in 18 such houses in the Washington, D.C. area and in Bethlehem, PA. Fifteen are for 
men and four are for women. 

Each is an alcohol and drug free group house rented by recovering individuals and democratically run 
on aself-supporting basis. Each house was started by borrowing enough money for the first month's 
rent and security deposit. Within 2 years, each house has repaid the money it has borrowed. The 
repayment of the start-up loans has permitted other loans for new houses to get started. 

The loan concept in this bill provides the catalyst to replicate recovery housing throughout the 
country without taking anything away from the self-help concept that makes Oxford House work. 

Congressman Madigan and full Committee Chairman John Dingle (D. MI) went on to encourage the Secretary of 
Health and Human Services to work with Oxford House to implement the new program immediately. President 
Ronald Reagan signed the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 into law November 18, 1988. By 2004, the number of 
Oxford Houses has grown from 18 in 1988 to 1,087. The law is a catalyst for Oxford HouseTM expansion. 

Congressional Record, Vol. 134. No. 152 November 10. 1988, reprinting floor remazks of Friday. October 21. 1988 made during consideration 
of the bill. 
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II. Oxford HouseTM: Defined by Federal Law 

The Federal Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, PL 100-690 §2036, established the requirement that states establish 
recovery home revolving loan. funds and, in the following subsection, spells out how such homes should operate: 

"(b) to ensure that such loans. are made only to nonprofit entities agreeing that, in the 
operation of the program established pursuant to the loan -

"(A) the use of alcohol or any illegal drug in the housing provided by the program 
shall be prohibited; 
°(B) any resident of the housing. who violates such prohibition will be expelled 
from the housing; 
"(C) the costs of the housing, including fees for rent and utilities, will be paid by 
the residents of such housing., and 
"(D) the residents of the housing will, through a majority vote of the residents, 
otherwise establish policies governing residence in the housing, including the 
manner in which applications for residence in the housing are approved."2

The importance of the specific criteria is two-fold: 
(1) it limits recipients of the recovery house revolving loan fund money to entities having the 

program content enumerated in paragraphs (A) through (D} printed above; and 
(2) it supersedes local landlordltenant laws that might otherwise afford notice, hearings or other due 

process to the expulsion or admission of residents from or into the self-run, self-supported 
recovery home. 

The federal guidelines issued by the Department of Health and Human Resources, April 19, 1989, fizrther clarify the 
federal requirements for self-run, self-supported recovery homes receiving astart-up loan under the program. 
Specifically, the federal guidelines defined the requirements on the recipient group as follows: 

They must agree: (1) To maintain the house as an alcohol and drug free environment; (2) that the 
residents of the house will remain alcohol and drug free; (3) that any resident of the house who 
violates the pledge will be expelled from the house; (4) that the costs of the housing, including rent 
and utilities, will be borne by the residents; and (5) that the house will be operated as a self-
managed democracy.3

The requirements of federal law place a responsibility upon an individu~ Oxford House that has` received a 
start-up loan under the program. However, the requirements also provide local law enforcement officials the 
rationale for assistina a house trying to expel it resident who has relapsed or otherwise violated the rules 
adopted by the group by majority vote in compliance with subparagraph (D) of the statute. Residents expelled 
by their peers usually leave without trouble. However, the federal law enables local law enforcement to assist 
should an expelled resident refuse to leave. 

It is always a good idea to acquaint the local police and judicial system about the Oxford House program 
shortly after a new house opens. Knowledge of the program and the laws under which it operates can pay an 
important dividend later. These entities may also refer new residents in recovery to the house. 

In summary, because the fel!feral law has specific criteria, those criteria trump any local laws related to 
expulsion or eviction. Oxford Houses are not rooming houses or landlords. (See 1 I1. Federal Courts Find 
Oxford Houses Protected under Federal Fair Housing Act.) They are recovery homes authorized and funded 
under the Federal Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988. As such, the residents of each house must follow democratic 
majority rule in all their house affairs and always immediately expel any resident who returns to using alcohol 
and/ar drugs. 

Z Codified § 11916A, 42 USC 300ac-4a 

3 Federal Register, Vol. 54, No. 54, page 15809, Apri129, 1989. 



III. Federal Courts Find Oxford Houses Protected Under Federal Fair Housing Act 

Oxford HouseTM prides itself on renting good houses in good neighborhoods. Its by-laws preclude Oxford House 
from ever owning property because it does not want to divert its attenrion from helping alcoholics and drug addicts 
gain comfortable recovery without relapse. To increase the odds of recovering individuals staying clean and sober 
without relapse, Oxford Houses seek good houses in good neighborhoods. The Not-In-My- Backyaxd' fear 
sometimes erupts in neighborhoods where Oxford House groups rent a house. Before the federal government 
encouraged the national expansion, Oxford House groups would simply ask the neighbors to give them a chance to 
prove they were good neighbors. "If you do not want us in your neighborhood at the end of the year, we will move." 
they said. In every case, the neighbors did not ask the men or women to move at the end of the year. 

With passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, expansion of Oxford Houses exploded. During the early 1990s 
dozens of communities sought to close Oxford Houses located in good neighborhoods because local zoning 
ordinances restricted the number of unrelated individuals that could live together in asingle-family home. 
Fortunately for Oxford House and other recovering individuals, Congress amended the Federal Fair Housing Act in 
1988 to include protection against discrimination for handicapped individuals. A number of federal District Courts 
found that because Oxford House residents are in recovery from alcoholism and drug addiction, they are 
handicapped under the act and therefore a protected class. The question then became whether Oxford Houses were 
rooming houses or other commercial establishments. 

Federal Courts quickly resolved that question. Following 4 full days of trial, the Federal District Court in oxford 
House, Inc. v. Township of Cherry, NJ, 799 F. Supp. 450, 452 (D.N.J. 1992) found: 

Oxford Houses are not health care facilities, rehabilitation centers, or supervised halfway houses. 
They are simply residential dwellings rented by a group of individuals who are recovering from 
alcoholism and drug addiction....No professional treatment, therapy, or paid staff is provided. 
Unlike a boarding house where a proprietor is responsible to run and operate the premises, at 
Oxford House, the residents are responsible for their own food and care as well as for running the 
home. Because the house must be self-supporting, each of the residents needs a source of income 
to pay his or her fair share of expenses. 

Similarly, in Oxford House-Evergreen v. City of Plainfield. 769 F. Supp. 1329, 1335 (D.N.J. 1991) the court 
rejected the argument of the city that Oxford House was a halfway house and distinguished Oxford House from a 
traditional halfway house as well as a boarding house: 

The instant case, by contrast does not involve a halfway house. 'The residents share more than 
household responsibilities and meals. The residents make all house decisions in a democratic 
fashion. But even more importantly, the support they lend each other is therapeutic, in the same 
manner as that of awell-functioning family rather than the relationship between residents of a 
boarding house. 

In these and a dozen other cases, Federal Courts took time to learn about how Oxford Houses work and came to the 
conclusion that it is a special sort of family where all the residents work together toward the common goal of 
becoming comfortable with sobriety without relapse. The United States Su~reme Court in its 1994- 1995 term 
decided to review one of the Oxford House cases that been affirmed by the 9` Circuit Court of Appeals. In City of 
Edmonds, WA v. Oxford House, Inc. 514 US 725 (1995}, handed down March 5,1995, the Supreme Court 
found that recovering alcoholics and drug addicts are a protected class under the Federal Fair Housing Act. 
Although decided on narrow grounds, the City of Edmonds case clearly upheld the right of twelve recovering 
individuals to live in a part of the city zoned for single families. The exemption under the FFHA that permits 
restriction in the number of residents permitted to live in a dwelling (to prohibit overcrowding) does not apply to 
family composition rules designed to preserve the nature of a neighborhood. An accommodation in zoning 
restrictions did not place an undue hardship on the City of Edmonds. 

Since the Supreme Court's decision in the Edmonds Case, most communities have accepted the fact that Oxford 
Houses are just like an ordinary family for purposes of zoning. However, it is in the nature of democracy and a 
litigious society that some jurisdictions continue to try to accommodate intolerant neighbors, rather than the disabled in 
congregate living in order to help each other function as productive citizens. As noted in part N of this paper, 
Federal pre-emption works to assure nondiscriminarion of Oxford House residents in various situations. 
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IV. Pre-Eminence of Federal Law on Oxford HouseTM 

The best guideline for determining how to treat Oxford Houses is to ask how the law or private sector roles apply to 
ordinary families. For example, cable television systems should offer services and charge Oxford Houses just as they 
provide service to ordinary families. Homeowners' insurance policies held by landlords should be just the same as if 
the landlord were renting his or her house to a single family. Fire safety requirements should apply to an Oxford House 
just as they do to ordinary families living in single-family homes. 

Both the federal Fair Housing Act~(FF'HA) and the Americans with Disabilities Acts (ADA} prohibit anyone frarn 
discriminating against handicapped individuals. Both the FFHA and the ADA are federal civil rights statutes 
protecting the class of handicap and disabled. When Congress amended the FFHA in 1988, the Report of the House 
Committee noted: 

Just like any other person with a disability, such as cancer or tuberculosis, former, drug.-dependent 
persons do not pose a threat to a dwelling or its inhabitants simply on the basis. of status Depriving 
such individuals of housing, or evicting them would constitute irrational discrimination that may 
seriously jeopardize their continued recovery.fi 

A plaintiff can prove an FI3AA violation by showing (1) intentional discrimination; (2) discriminatory impact; or (3) 
a refusal to make a reasonable accommodation.' The ADA was enacted in part to prevent the isolation and 
segregation of individuals with disabilities and to promote their assimilation into the mainstream of all aspects of 
community life, including housing. The legal analyses under both statutes are the same for plaintiff's discrimination 
claims9

Together the FFHA and ADA provide a strong measure of protection to landlords renting to Oxford Houses. In 
Tsombanidis v. City of West Haven. Ct 129 F. Supp. 2d 136, the city and state fire commission were required to 
treat the particular Oxford House the same as they would an ordinary family and had to make a reasonable 
accommodation and nat require installation of a sprinkler system in the property. In other words, treat Oxford House 
residents the same as a family is treated. 

In Wai v. Allstate Insurance Co. 75 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 1999), two landlords who rented their homes to people 
with disabilities were denied standard landlord insurance and were directed to purchase costlier commercial insurance 
policies. The Court held that although insurance policies are not explicitly mentioned in the text of the FFHA, denial 
of homeowners' insurance on the basis of disability violates §3604(fl(1), which declares it unlawful to "discriminate 
in the sale, or rental, or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any buyer or renter because of handicap." 
The court held that denial of insurance coverage would make a dwelling unavailable to the persons with disability 
and the insurer had to make a reasonable accommodation. Oxford House was a party to the suit The Wai Case and 
numerous other disputes with casualty insurance companies settled the fact that they are subject to the 
nondiscrimination provisions of both FFHA and ADA. 

Today, recovering individuals who follow the disciplined self-help structure of an Oxford HouseTM know with 
confidence that the law is on their side. 

4 42 USC §3601 et. seq. 

5 42 USC §§12131-12165 

6 H.R. Rep. No. 100-177, 100' Congress, 2d Session. App.II-12 to 13 (1988} 

LeBlanc-Sternburg v. Fletcher, 67 F. 3d 425; Smith and Lee Assocs., Inc.vY. City of Taylor, 102 F. 3d 781, 790 (6~' 
Cir. 1996). 

a Pack v. Clayton County, 47 Fad 430 (11~' Cir. 1995) 

9 See Judge Gerard L. Goettel's erudite discussion of the differences between discrimination and refusal to make 
accommodation in Beverly Tsombanidis, Oxford House, Inc. v. City of West Haven, Ct. 129 F.Supp. 2d 136 (2001). 
The 2nd Circuit Ct, of Appeals upheld the outcome of the case holding for Plaintiff in 2003 on basis of "reasonable 
accommodation." 
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Oacford House and Zoning — A Legal Memorandum 
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How Oarford Houses Work 

O~ord House, Inc. is the 501(c)(3) nonprofit umbrella organization for all the 
individual Oxford Houses.' Each Oxford HouseTM must receive a charter from Oxford 
House, Inc. to operate as and call itself an Oxford House. To receive a charter a group 
must be made up of at least six recovering men or women. Oxford House, Inc. does not 
charter ca-ed houses. 

Oxford HouseTM is a self-run, self-supported recovery home concept and 
standardized system of operation that served as the model for the self-run, self-supported 
group recovery homes authorized for start-up loans under §2036 of the Anti-Drug Abuse 
Act of 1988, PL 100-690. Many, but not a11, Oxford Houses have been started with a 
start-up loan from a state recovery home revolving loan fund.2

Oxford House, Inc. [hereinafter referred to OHI] has the exclusive authority to 
charter individual Oxford Houses. Any group of six or mare recovering individuals of 
the same sex can request an Oxford HouseTM charter. OHI grants a charter if the group 
has six or more individuals in recovery and agrees to meet the three basic conditions of 
the charter. The three basic conditions are: 

The group must be democratically self-run following the standard system 
of operation set forth in the Oxford HouseTM Manual'. 
The group must be financially self-supporting by paying equal shares of 
household expenses in a timely manner, and 
The group must immediately expel any resident who returns to using 
alcohol or drugs inside or outside of the house. 

Initially, the charter is granted on a conditional basis and each house has about six 
months to demonstrate that the group understands the concept and system of operation. 
OHI collects information from the new Oxford HouseTM to measure whether the group 

I Oxford House, Inc. is a nonprofit umbrella organization incorporated in Delawaze. It has its principal place of 
business at 1010 Wayne Avenue, Suite 400, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 and is recognized by IRS as 
qualifying under §501(c)(3} of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. 

2 Beginning in 1989, many states established aself-run, self-supported recovery home start-up loan fund as 
required under PL 100-690, the Federal Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988. Beginning in 2000, the mandate of PL 
100-690 was changed to make such loans permissive. Many states still have such loan funds. Whether or not 
such loan funds exist, the criteria of 42 USC 300 x-25 still applies to self-help group recovery homes 
established as Oxford Houses. 

Telephone (301) 587-2916 •Facsimile (301) 589-0302 • E-mail: Info@oxfardhouse.ore 
A SOl (c)(3) Nonprofit Corporation ~# 11535 Combined Federal CampaignlUnited Way 

Winner of the 2003 Harry V. McNeill Award from the American Psychologicat Association 

Visit www.nxfc~rdhause.c~r~ for full information about Oxford House TM 



understands the system of operations. If the group qualifies, OHI permits the group to 
apply for a permanent charter that also has the three basic conditions noted above. 

All Oxford Houses are rented. Practical economic barriers preclude seeking a 
zoning variance prior to rental. Finding a landlord willing to rent a house to a group of 
recovering individuals is difficult but it would become impossible if the landlord had to 
keep his or her property available while the group sought approval of a zoning variance 
before moving in. Therefore, a group wanting to start an Oxford House2M behaves in the 
household rental market just like an ordinary family. It finds an available, suitable house 
and rents it, paying the first month's rent and security deposit to a willing landlord. 

OHI By-laws preclude OHI or its chartered houses from owning residential 
property because, from its inception in 1975, there was concern that property ownership 
would divert the organization from its primary focus on recovery from alcoholism and 
drug addiction.3 The non-accumulation of any real estate assets or other wealth has 
made a large contribution to the success of Oxford House over the last 32 years. Many 
groups —whether made up of recovering individuals or not —face all kinds of disputes 
and selfish infighting when property, money or wealth is at stake. O~cford House 
deliberately avoids that temptation. 

Since recovering alcoholics and drug addicts, wanting an Oxford HouseTM 
charter, know that only rental property qualifies, they are forced to find a suitable house 
to rent if they want to establish an Oxford HouseTM. The first month's rent and security 
deposit are usually covered by the sma11 [up to $4,000] start-up loan available from the 
State Revolving Loan Fund where they are available. The group must then quickly fill 
the house so that the weekly share of household expenses required from each resident can 
be accumulated fast enough to pay the next month's rent and other household expenses.4
The system of operation for each self-run, self-supported recovery house depends upon 
the election of five officers and a weekly house meeting to decide issues and follow the 
procedures necessary to keep a house functioning well. While OHI will charter houses 

' In 1975, the Oxford House model drew extensively from the experience of Alcoholics Anonymous that had 
been founded forty yeazs earlier. Great debates had taken place among eazly AA members about the wisdom of 
owning anything. The fear was that recovering alcoholics would get into fights over money and property 
leading to individual relapse and a weakening of its overall program. At about the time OHI was established 
there was also a national scandal involving SYNANON, a therapeutic community for recovering heroin addicts. 
'The founders of that program became involved in a dispute over ownership of property and businesses. Both of 
these factorsvnfluenced the early OHI decisions and subsequent success of the program has affirmed the policy 
precluding ownership by the organization of property. 

4 Nationally the average weekly household expense per resident is about $87. Currently the average in 
Maryland Oxford Houses is $8$ with a range among houses of $75 to $120. The weekly household share is the 
same for every resident of the house and covers all the household expenses —rent the group pays the landlord, 
utility bills and general household supplies. Each resident provides his own food and cooks his own meals. 
The group as a whole fixes the weekly equal shaze of expenses depending on the operational costs to maintain 
the house but OHI helps them establish an amount at a level that will cover household expenses within a 
framework that encourages the group to have two beds per sleeping area. This latter consideration discourages 
isolation and loneliness, which both contribute to recidivism. 

Telephone (301} 587-2916 •Facsimile (301) 589-0302 •email: ~nfo~~ axfordhouse orc 
A SOI (c)(3) Nonprofit Corporation • # 11535 Combined Federal CampaignlUnited Way 

Winner of the 2003 Harry V. McNeill Award from the American Psychological Association 
Visit www.c~xfordhau4e.car~ for more information about Oxford House T°" 
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that have at least six residents, experience has shown that houses with eight to twelve 
residents work best. The average number of residents per house nationally is 8.2. 

Each Oxford HouseTM has a separate FEIN ta~c identification number and a 
separate bank account. The houses operate autonomously but must follow the procedures 
of the Oxford HouseTM Manual and adhere to the charter conditions. There are no dues 
or fees to OHI by individual houses but by having a charter or conditional charter the 
houses are assured the technical assistance and support by OHI. In this regard, OHI has 
defended the civil rights of every C)~cford HouseTM. The residents of such self-run, self-
supported recovery homes as Oxford HouseTM are a protected class under the Federal Fair 
Housing Act [FF~'HA]6 and the American with Disabilities Act [ADA)'. Often defense of 
the civil rights of an Oxford House has resulted in litigation. A fair body of case law has 
developed with respect to Oxford Houses and application of the Federal Fair Housing Act 
and the Americans with Disabilities Act. 

Discussion of General Legal Issues 

The lead case is Ciry of Edmonds, WA v. Oxford House, Inc. 514 U.S. 725 [1995]. 
In that case, the United States Supreme Court granted certiorari because of a conflict 
between Federal Circuit Courts of Appeal with respect to the application of the Federal 
Fair Housing Act to Oxford HouseTM and a similar home for individuals recovering from 
alcoholism and drug addiction. 

The court wrote: 

The Ninth Circuit's decision conflicts with an Eleventh Circuit decision declaring exempt under 
§3607(b)(1) a family definition provision similaz to the Edmonds prescription. See Elliott v. 
Athens, 960 F. 2d 975 [1942] We granted certiorari to resolve the conflict, 513 U.S. 959 [1994], 
and we now affirm the Ninth. Circuit's judgment. 514 U.S. 725, 727 

The 1995 Supreme Court's decision in the Edmonds Case resolved the threshold 
question of whether Oxford HouseTM residents fall within the protection of the Federal 
Fair Housing Act as described in the following syllabus of the reported decision: 

Held: Edmonds' zoning code definition of the term "family" is not a maacnnum occupancy restriction 
exempt from the FHA under § 3607(b)(1). Pp. 731-738. 

(a) Congress enacted § 3607(b)(1) against the backdrop of an evident distinction between municipal 
land-use restrictions and malcimum occupancy restrictions. Land-use restrictions designate 
districts—e.g., commercial or single-family residential—in which only compatible uses are 
allowed and incompatible uses are excluded. Reserving land for single-family residences preserves 

S However, most Oxford Houses make voluntary monthly contributions to OHI to help support the national 
operations 

6 42 U.S.C. § 3604 et. seq. (2000) 

42 U.S.C. § 12132 et. seq. (2000) 
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the chazacter of neighborhoods as family residential communities. To limit land use to single-
fanvily residences, a municipality must define the term "family"; thus family composition rules aze 
an essential component of single-family use restrictions. Maximum occupancy restrictions, in 
contradistincrion, cap the number of occupants per dwelling, typically on the basis of available 
floor space or rooms. Their purpose is to protect health and safety by preventing dwelling 
overcrowding. Section 3607(b)(1)'s language—"restrictions regazding the ma~cimum number of 
occupants permitted to occupy a dwelling"—surely encompasses maa~imum occupancy 
restricrions, and does not fit family composition rules typically tied to land-use restrictions. Pp. 
732-735. 

(b) The zoning provisions Edmonds invoked against Oxford House, ECDC §§ 16.2Q.010 and 
21.30.Q 10, are classic examples of a use restriction and complementing family composition rule. 
These provisions do not cap the number of people who may live in a dwelling: So long as they are 
related by "genetics, adoption, or marriage," any number of people can live in a house. A sepazate 
ECDC provision—§19.10.000—caps the number of occupants a dwelling may house, based on 
floor area, and is thus a prototypical ma~cimum occupancy restriction. In short, the City's family 
definition rule, ECDC § 21.30.010, describes family living, not living space per occupant. 
Defining family primarily by biological and legal relationships, the rule also accommodates 
another group association: Five or fewer unrelated people aze allowed to live together as though 
they were family. But this accommodation cannot convert Edmonds' family values preserver into 
a ma~cimum occupancy restriction. Edmonds' contention that subjecting single-family zoning to 
FHA scrutiny will overturn Euclidian zoning and destroy the effectiveness and purpose of single-
family zoning both ignores the limited scope of the issue before this Court and exaggerates the 
force of the FHA's antidiscrimination provisions, which require only "reasonable" 
accommodations. Since only a threshold question is presented in this case, it remains for the 
lower courts to decide whether Edmonds' actions violate the FHA's prohibitions against 
discrimination. Pp. 735-738. 18 F. 3d 802, affirmed. 

514 U.S. 775 (1995) 

Application of the Law 

In its original form, the federal Fair Housing Act prohibited discrimination in 
housing transactions on the basis of race, color, religion and national origin. The Fair 
Housing Act Amendments of 1988 changed the enforcement scheme and added handicap 
and familial status to the types of discrimination that the statute prohibits. The law 
applies to "dwellings," including any building occupied or intended for occupancy as a 
residence and any vacant land sold or leased for the construction of such a building.$
Under the statute the prohibitions include: refusal to sell, rent or negotiate for housing, or 
otherwise make housing unavailable; adopting burdensome procedures or delaying 
tactics; making statements indicating racial or other prohibited preferences; racial 
steering; exclusionary zoning and land-use restrictions; mortgage and insurance 
redlining; and discriminatory appraisals.g [Italics added] 

While the original Fair Housing Act had limited reach and scope, the 1988 
amendments provided three methods of enforcement: (1) an aggrieved person, or the 
HUD [U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development] acting on its own, may file 

8 Robert G. Schwemm, HOUSING DISCRIMINATION LAW AND LTfIGATION note 3 at 92 (2001) 42 U.S.C. §§ 
3602(b), 3603-360b, 3617 (1988) 

9 42 U.S.C. § 3604 (a)(b) (20Q0); Schwemm, supra note 3 at 13-2; Schwemm, supra note 3 at 13-2. 
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a complaint with HUD within one year of the alleged practice;10 (2) an aggrieved party 
may file an action in federal or state court within two years of an alleged discriminatory 
act without filing a prior administrative complaint,l' and {3) the U. S. Attorney General 
may bring a federal suit in cases of a "pattern or practice" of resistance to the rights 
granted by Title VIII ar when denial of these rights raises an issue of "general public 
importance."'Z Each enforcement mechanism is a separate and independent proceeding.13

HUD has adopted an extensive set of regulations to implement the federal Fair 
Housing Act Amendment of 1988. [Codified at title 24 CFR] Part 100 of the regulations 
describe the conduct that is unlawful. Part 103 sets forth procedures for HUD 
investigations of administrative complaints. Part 180 sets out procedures for 
administrative proceedings.ia

The U.S. Supreme Court set out important judicial guidance on interpreting the 
original federal Fair Housing Act in 1972 in the case Trafficante v. Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Co., 409 U.S. 205 (1972). In that case, the court approved standing for current 
tenants in a large apartment complex to sue their landlord for discrimination against 
minority applicants, and established four tenets of statutory construction: (1}the statute 
should be construed broadly; (2) integration is an important goal of Title VIII; (3) courts 
may, in appropriate cases, rely on case law under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act to help 
interpret Title VIII; and {4) HUD interpretations of Title VIII are entitled to substantial 
weight.ls These broad guidelines continue to be applied to the amended Federal Fair 
Housing Act. See City of Edmonds, WA v. Oxford House, Inc., ETAz,. S 14 U.S. 725 
(1995) 

The terms "handicap," "handicapped" and "disability" are used interchangeably. 
The statute defines handicap to mean "(1) physical or mental impairment which 
substantially limits one or more of such person's major life activities ... or (3) being 
regarded as having such impauirment, but such term does not include, illegal use of ar 
addiction of a controlled substance.16 When a treatment provider attempted to rent 
several apartments for recovering substance abusers, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals 

10 42 U.S.C. § 3610; Schwemm, supra note 3, at 4-8. 

" 42 U.S.C. 3613; Schwemm, supra note 3, at 25-6. 

12 42 U.S.C. §3614; Schwemm, supra note 3, at 4-9. 

13 Schwemm, supra note 3, at 23-2. 

is Crystal B. Ashley, Atv I1v'rxoDUCTio1v'ro FA~x HousrnlG LAW, National Center on Poverty Law, 111 N. 
Wabash Ave., Suite SOQ, Chicago, IL 60602, p. 131. 

rs Schwemm, supra note 3 at 7-2 to 7-5. 

16 42 U.S.C. § 3602(h) (2000) 
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found that persons in recovery from drug addiction were "handicapped" and therefore 
within a class protected under the statute." More recently, the same circuit found that the 
Baltimore Port Authority was in violation of the both the FHA and ADA when it refused 
to rent a berthing space to a group to operate a former navy hospital ship as a residential 
education facility for women recovering from substance abuse.18

The resolution of the issue of whether recovering alcoholics and drug addicts are 
protected under the FHA rests both on common sense and the direct legislative history of 
the 1988 Amendments. Indeed, the U.S. House Report recognizes that "individuals who 
have a record of drug use or addiction but who are not currently using illegal drugs would 
continue to be protected if they fall under the definition of handicap ... like any other 
person with a disability such as cancer."19

H. Westley Clark, M.D., J.D., M.P.H., CAS, FASAM, the federal Director Center 
for Substance Abuse Treatment in both the Clinton and Bush Administrations has 
addressed the specific role of Oxford HouseTM in dealing with alcoholism and drug 
addiction. He wrote in 1999: 

Recovery from the disease of alcoholism or other drug addiction is often plagued by relapse —
which is simply the use of alcohol or other addictive drugs following a period of abstinence. For 
those addicted to alcohol or other drugs, a relapse can trigger a return to uncontrolled drug use. 
T'he self-run, self-supported recovery house provides many recovering individuals effective 
relapse prevention because of (1) the support gained from living with other individuals coping 
with the same problem and (2) the knowledge that any use of alcohol or drugs will result in 
immediate expulsion. 

Fourteen years ago a group of recovering individuals adapted the self-help principles of AA and 
NA to group —supported living by establishing the first Oxford HouseTM . The Anti-Drug Abuse 
Act of 1988 based the self-run, self-supported recovery home provision on the Oxford HouseTM 
experience. It offers a simple, cost-effective way to provide an opportunity for recovering 
individuals to live in a supportive environment that is free of substance abuse.20

At times, court decisions related to the application of zoning laws to Oxford 
HouseTM have reflected the frustrating nature of treating alcoholism and drug addiction. 
For example, 1991 a federal court intervened when a state court was attempting to limit 
the number of individuals who could live in an O~ord HouseTM. Federal District Court 

17 United States v. Southern Management, Inc. 955 F. 2d 914 (4 ì' Cir. 1992) 

1S Project Life, Inc. v. Glendening 2002 WL 2012545 (4"' Cir. Sept. 4, 2002), affirmed 139 F. Supp. 2d 703 

19 H.R. Rept. No. 711, 100' Cong., 2d Sess 22 (1988) 

20 SELF-RUN, SELF-SUPPORTED HOUSES FOR MORE EFFECTIVE RECOVERY FROM ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
ADDtc'rioly, Technical Assistance Publication (TAP) Series, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, DHHS 
Publication No. (SMA) 02-3700; Printed 1989, 1990,1992, 1993, 1999, 2002. Note: Clark uses "Fourteen years 
ago" in the second quoted paragraph. Today he would use "Thirty-two years ago." The first Oxford House 
started in Silver Spring, Maryland in 1975. 
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Judge Sarokin granted a preliminary injunction against a state court ruling that limited the 
number of unrelated individuals that could live in an Oxford HouseTM established in 
Plainfield, New Jersey. 

In his opinion he wrote: 

The plaintiffs in this matter seek relief, which will permit them to maintain a residence for 
recovering addicts of drugs and alcohol, pending further hearings and a determination in state 
court proceedings. The plaintiffs are pazt of a nationally recognized program, which, through peer 
pressure and strict conditions of abstinence, successfully maintains freedom from addiction and 
improves the lives and opportunities of its participants. For its success, however, it requires a 
minimum number of members at each location. The defendants have established a ma~cimum, 
which forecloses the viability of the endeavor and will require vacation of the subject premises 
absent intervention by this court. 

There are few among us who do not have a friend or relative who has suffered the ravages of 
drugs and alcohol. They are persons who need our compassion and require our support. To evict 
these plaintiffs from their premises and deny them an opportunity for a full and fair hearing 
condemns their efforts and violates applicable law. 

The defendants have limited the use of said premises to svc persons; the plaintiffs require nine in 
order to be viable. The municipality can survive having three plaintiffs from their premises and 
deny them the opportunity for a full and fair hearing condemns their efforts and violates applicable 
law. 

The intervention of this court is for a limited purpose and for a limited duration. In the interim, 
plaintiffs should be permitted to follow their path to rehabilitation and be encouraged in their 
efforts. In so doing, the harm to the City is minimal; the irreparable harm to plaintiffs is avoided. 
However, what this matter truly needs is not judicial action, whether it be state or federal, but for 
the parties to search their consciences, recognize the needs and hopes of the plaintiffs and the 
concerns and fears of neighbors, and arrive at an acco►nmodation which serves and enriches all 
who are involved and affected by it. Italics added.21

Judge Sarokin's findings and dicta succinctly underscores a policy that has 
enabled Oxford Houser" to expand from a few houses in the Washington, DC area in 
1988 to a national network of more than 1,200 houses. Almost all Oxford Houses are 
located in areas zoned for or consisting of single-family residences. The goal of Oxford 
HouseTM being a "good neighbor in a good neighborhood" has been a hallmark of the 
organization since several men in the first Oxford HouseTM in Silver Spring, Maryland 
rented a second house in 1976 in Northwest Washington, D.C. The third Oxford 
HouseTM —located at 3765 Northampton Street, N.W. just off Connecticut Avenue near 
Chevy Chase Circle —has been in continual existence since it opened in 1977. 

For the most part, whenever an issue has arisen, local zoning authorities have 
made a reasonable accommodation in local ordinances to permit groups of suc to twelve 
individuals recovering from alcoholism and drug addiction to live together as a family in 

zl O.z~ord House-Evergreen v. City of Plainfield, 769 F. Supp. 1197 (D.N.J. 1991). 
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an environment supportive of sobriety without relapse. For its part, OHI has attempted to 
avoid litigation or filing of HUD complaints. 

The Typical Oxford House 

OJcford HouseTM residents are encouraged to rent single-fanuly dwellings located 
in good neighborhoods. This means Oxford Houses are usually located in areas zoned 
for single-family dwellings. The Oxford House website has a list of all Oxford Houses. 
It is at www,oxfc~rdhouse.ar~ .22 

Olcford Houses are not substance abuse centers, halfway houses, shelters nor 
community care facilities. There is no treatment, counseling, therapy, or any type of 
health care services provided. There is no house manager, paid staff or other type of 
institutional personnel involved in the supervision or management of the house. The 
residents make all decisions relating to the functioning of the O~ord HouseTM 
democratically. An Oxford HouseTM manages its own finances and has its own bank 
account. There is no random testing for alcohol or drug use, or are there any rules 
relating to curfews. Oxford Houses are not halfway house, nor are they a substitute for 
halfway houses. 

O~cford HouseTM residents are considered to be the "functional equivalent" of a 
family for several reasons. First, all the residents have access to the entire house. 
Second, all the residents participate equally in the housekeeping functions of the house, 
i.e., house chores, house finances. Each resident, however, is responsible for his own 
food and cooking. Third, the emotional and mutual support and bonding given each 
Oxford HouseTM resident in support of his or her recovery from drug addiction and 
alcoholism is the equivalent of the type of love and support received in a traditional 
family. Finally, the living arrangement is not based on a profit motive. 

T'he final factor in determining that Oxford HouseTM residents are the "functional 
equivalent" of a family is the fact that there are no limits as to how long a resident can 
stay in Oxford HouseTM. Conceivably, an individual can stay in Oxford HouseTM a 
lifetime if he or she does not relapse into drug andlor alcohol use, fail to pay his or her 
rent on time, or engage in disruptive behavior. The average length of residence is about 
11 months but some individuals may stay much longer. 

All residents of Oxford HouseTM are considered "handicapped" under the 1988 
amendments to the Federal Fair Housing Act. See 42 U.S.C. 3600 et. Seq. Recovering 
addicts and alcoholics are specifically included within the definition of "handicapped 
individual." See 42 U.S.C. 3602(h) and 24 C.F.R. 1Q0.201(a)(2). See also City of 

22 Sometimes OHI learns of groups of recovering individuals who aze living together, holding themselves out as 
an Oxford House and even following the practices and procedures used in a chartered Oxford House but have 
not technically become an Oxford House because they have not requested or received a charter from Oxford 
House, Inc. When OHI discovers such groups they are asked to either apply for a chazter or cease claiming 
their affiliation with Oxford House. Any group of recovering individuals must have a charter from Oxford 
House, Inc. —the 501(c)(3) umbrella organization —before it can legitimately call itself an Oxford House TM. 
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Edmonds v. Oxford House, lnc. 514 U.S. 725 (1995). The Fair Housing Act was 
amended to include handicapped individuals within its parameters, and to guarantee the 
ability of these individuals to live in the residence of their choice within the community. 
See O.zford House -Evergreen v. City of Plainfield, supra. (Noting that residents of an 
Oxford HouseTM in Plainfield, New Jersey "are part of a nationally recognized program 
which, through peer pressure and strict conditions of abstinence, successfully maintains 
freedom from addiction and improves the lives and opportunities of its participants. ") 
Oxford House, Inc. v. Township of Cherry Hill, 799 F. Supp. 450, 454 (D.N.J. 1992) 

As recovering alcoholics and addicts who cannot presently live independently or 
with their natural families, plaintiffs are individuals with handicaps within the meaning of 
the Fair Housing Act. City of Plainfield. at 1342. 23

Section 3604 of the Federal Fair Housing Act provides that it sha11 be unlawful: 

(~(1) To discriminate in the sale or rental, or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a 
dwelling to any buyer or renter because of a handicap... 

(2} To discriminate against any person in the terms, conditions or privileges of sale or 
rental of a dwelling, or in such dwelling, because of handicap ... 

(3) For purposes of this subsection, discrimination includes ... 
(B) a refusal to make reasonable accommodations in rules, policies, practices, or 

services, when such accommodations may be necessary to allow such person 
equal opportunity to use and enjoy a swelling ... 

Subsection 3604(f}(1)'s use of the phrase "otherwise make unavailable or deny," 
as well as the legislative history, makes clear that the section applies not only to sellers or 
landlords, but also to more sophisticated methods of denying housing such as enforcing 
zoning or other land use laws which have the effect of denying housing. See House 
Report, at 2185 (" The Committee intends that the prohibition against discrimination 
against those with handicaps to apply to zoning decisions and practices."). See also 
United States v. City of Black Jack, 508 F. 2d 11'79, 1183-84 (8"' Cir. 1974) cert. denied, 
442 U.S. 1042 (1975); In re Malone, 592 F. Supp. 1135 (E.D. Mo. 1984), aff'd without 
ap. 794 F. Zd 680 (8"' Cir. 19$6) in addition to the specific Oxford House cases noted 
above. 

As members of a protected class under the Federal Fair Housing Act, the issue of 
whether the residents of Oxford HouseTM are in violation of the local zoning ordinances 
is not relevant to the question of federal law. United States v. Borough of Audubon, 791 
F. Supp. 353, aff d 968 F.2d 14 (3d Cir. 1992). Thus, any allegation that Oxford House 
has violated a local zoning ordinance does not abrogate its rights in claiming 
discrimination under the Federal Fair Housing Act. It is well established that the Federal 
Fair Housing Act prohibits discriminatory land use decision by municipalities, when such 
decision are "ostensibly authorized by local ordinance." Oxford House -Evergreen v. 

23With respect to individuals with disabilities, violation of the Fair Housing Act may be shown by 
intentional discrimination, discriminatory effect, or a failure to reasonably accommodate. Oxford House -
Evergreen v. City of Plainfield at 1343; Oxford House - C v. Ciry of St. Louis, 843 F. Supp. 1556 (E.D. Mo. 
1994); Carson v. Rochester Housing Authority, 748 F. Supp 1002, 1007 (W.D. N.Y. 1990). 
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City of Plainfield, supra. (on motion for preliminary injunction: city's enforcement of 
zoning ordinance so as to prevent operation of local Oxford HouseTM in area zoned for 
single family residences violated the Federal Fair Housing Act); Association of Relative 
and Friends of AIDS patients v. Regulation and Permits Administration, 740 F.Supp. 95 
(D.P.R. 1990} (The case involved a government agency's denial of a land use permit to 
pernut the opening of an AIDS hospice and thereby violated Fair Housing Act.); Bc~ter 
v. City of Belleville, 720 F.SUPP. 720), S.D. Ill 1989) (on motion for preliminary 
injunction: city's refusal to issue special use permit under zoning law to develop to 
remodel building into residence for persons with AIDS violated Fair Housing Act). See 
also 42 U.S.C. Section 3615 {"any law of a State, a political subdivision, or other 
jurisdiction that purports to require or permit any action that would be a discriminatory 
housing practice under this subchapter sha11 to that extent be invalid [under the Fair 
Housing Act] "). 

In addition, for purposes of this section, 42 U.S.C. 3604(f}(3}(B) defines 
discrimination to include a "refusal to make reasonable accommodations in rules, 
policies, practices, or services, when such accommodations may be necessary to afford 
such [handicapped] person equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling." 

The legislative history of the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 ("House 
Judiciary Report") is explicit as to the effect of the amendments on state and local land 
use practices, regulations or decisions which would have the effect of discriminating 
against individuals with handicaps. The amendments prohibit the discriminatory 
enforcement of land use law to congregate living arrangements among non-related 
persons with disabilities, such as Oxford HouseTM, when these requirements are not 
imposed on families. 

[Section 804(fj] would also apply to state or local land use and health and safety laws, 
regulations, practices or decisions, which discriminate against individuals with handicaps. 
While state and local governments have authority to protect safety and health, and to regulate 
use of land, that authority has sometimes been sued to restrict the ability of individuals with 
handicaps to live in communities. This has been accomplished by such as the enactment or 
imposition of health, safety or land-use requirements on congregate living arrangements 
among non-related persons with disabilities. Since these requirements are not imposed on 
families and groups of similar size of unrelated people, these requirements have the effect of 
discriminating against persons with disabilities. 

House Report, p. 24 (footnote omitted). 

Based on this clear expression of legislative intent, the courts have enjoined the 
application and enforcement of zoning and health and safety regulations, which have a 
discriminatory impact on group homes for persons with disabilities. Oxford House - C v. 
City of St. Louis, 853 F. Supp at 1573; City of Plainfzeld, 769 F. Supp. at 1343-44; 
Township of Cherry Hill, 799 F. Supp. at 462; Oxford House, Inc. v. Town of Babylon, 
819 F. Supp 119 (E.D.N.Y. 1993); Marbrunak, lnc. v. City of Stowe, 974 F.2d 43 (6th 
Cir. 1992); A.F.A.P.S. v. Regulations &Permits Admin., supra at 106-07. 

As recovering alcoholics and addicts who cannot presently be living 
independently on their own or with their natural families, Oxford HouseTM residents are 
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individuals with handicaps within the meaning of the Fair Housing Act. City of 
Edmonds, WA v. Oxford House, Inc. 514 U. S. 725 (1995); Oxford House-C v. City of St. 
Louis, 77 F.3d 249 (8th Cir. 1996); United States v. Village of Palatine, 37 F.3d 1230 
(7th Cir. 1994); Unzted States v. Village of Audubon, 797 F. Supp. 353, affd without 
opinion, 96$ F.2d 14 (3d Cir. 1992); O.z~ord House, Inc. v. Town of Babylon, 819 F. 
Supp. 1179 (E.D.N.Y. 1993); Oxford House v. Township of Cherry Hill, 799 F. Supp. 
450 (D.N.J. 1992); Oxford House-Evergreen v. City of Plainfield, 769 F. Supp. 1197 
(D.N.J. 1991). 

Federal Judge Gerard L. Goettel in Tsornbanidis, and Oxford House, Inc. v. City of West 
Haven, Connecticut 180 F. Supp. 262 (Ct. 2001), in his decision following an eight day 
trial, made it clear that residents of the O~cfard House fa11 within the protections afforded 
by the Federal Fair Housing Act Amendments [F'HAA]: 

T'he FHAA and Title II of the ADA, and the regulations promulgated there under, prohibit housing 
discrimination by governmental entiries against handicapped persons or persons with disabilities. 
See 42 U.S.C. § 3604(f}{1) and (fl (3)(B) and 42 U.S. C. § 12132. Both the FHAA and Title II of 
the ADA have been interpreted to apply to municipal zoning regulations, practices, or decisions 
that subject persons with handicaps or disabilities to discrimination based upon their handicap or 
disability. See: Forest City Daly Housing, Inc. v. Town of North Hempstead, 175 F.3d 144, 151 
(2d Cir. 1999); Innovative Health Sys. Inc. v. City of White Plains, 117 F. 3d 37, 45-46 (2d Cir. 
1997) Connecticut Hosp. V. City of New London, 129 F. Supp. 2d 123, 135 (D. Conn. 2001) T'he 
legal analyses under both statutes aze essentially the same and, thus, we will consider them 
together. 

There is no dispute in this case that the John Doe plaintiffs, as non-abusing, recovering alcoholics 
and drug addicts are members of a protected class under the FI-IAA and ADA. 43 U.S.S. § 
3602(h); 24 C.F. R. § 100.201(a)(2); 42 U.S.C. §12210 (b)(1) and (2). As "aggrieved persons" 
and persons with a "handicap," plaintiffs aze entitled to the protecrions of the FHAA, 42 U.S.C. § 
3602(h) and {i), and, as "qualified individuals with disabilities, "they are protected by the ADA. 
42 U.S. C. § 12131(2); See Connecticut Hosp., 129 F. Supp. 2d at 125. Additionally, plaintiff 
Beverly Tsombanidis, as landlord of the property by OH-JH [Oxford House-Jones Hill], and OHI 
[Oxford House, Inc.), as the umbrella organization for all Oxford Houses and the advocacy group 
for plaintiffs, have standing to pursue these claims against defendants. 

Following the Supreme Court's decision in City of Edmonds v. Oxford House, Inc., 514 U.S. 725 
(1995), there can be no question that the City's Zoning Regulations and Property Maintenance 
Code aze covered by the FHAA. The issue before the Court in City of Edmonds was whether the 
definition of "family" in the Ciry of Edmonds' zoning code qualified for the FHAA's exemption 
from coverage for "any reasonable local, State ar Federal restrictions regarding the maacimum 
number of occupants permitted to occupy a dwelling. " 42 U.S.C. §3607(b)(1). The City of 
Edmonds' zoning provision at issue governed areas zoned for single-family dwelling units and 
defined "family" as "persons [without regard to number] related by genetics, adoption ar marriage, 
or a group of five or fewer [unrelated] persons." (Edmonds Community Development Code § 
21.30.010 [1991]). Thus except for the number of occupants, the City of Edmonds' zoning 
provision was virtually identical to the zoning provision at issue in this case. 

In the same case, the Court summed up the reasons for protection of O~cford 
HouseTM residents by treating them the same as a single family: 

The discriminatory impact of the City's classifying Oxford House-Jones Hill as a boarding or 
rooming house is undeniable. Oxford House-Jones Hill will not be able to operate in a singe-
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family zone district in the city; Oxford House-Janes Hill residents, unlike a family with seven 
related members, will not be able to live in any neighborhood with single-family zoning; and 
recovering alcoholics and drug addicts will not be able to avail themselves of an Oxford House 
group home in a residential setting in order to enhance their chances of making a full recovery. As 
recovering alcoholics and drug addicts, the John Doe plaintiffs need to live in a safe, supportive, 
and drug-and alcohol-free living environment during their recovery period. 

Therefore, the question is whether or not a reasonable accommodation treating 
Oxford House residents the same as families would create an unwarranted burden on a 
particular town or city. OHI does not believe it would —particularly since many of the 
homes have been operating in residential areas of cities for yeazs without any 
inconvenience to their neighbors. O~ord Houses are in fact good neighbors and prove it 
year after year all aver the United States. 

■ ■ ■ 

The author thanks the following attorney far his contributions to this memorandum: 

Steven G. Polin 
Attorney at Law 
3034 Tennyson Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20015 

Telephone 202-331-5848 
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HOUSE OF GOD'S GRACE, PLC'S LETTER DATED MAY 14, 2018 

(See Attached) 



KL4EKER LAW, PLLC 

c!o Chris Kioeker 
S l 0 Washington Ave. 
Newport, KY 41Q71 

p. 859 X62 1110 
f. 8S9 X91 5331 

CITY OF TLSMERE 
Han. Greg Voss, City Attorney 
31$ Garvey Avenue 

Elsmere, KY 41018 

RE: Reasonable Accornmndation Request, Howse of God's Grace, LLC 

[ELECTRtJNICALLX SUBMITTED 2018-MAY-14] 

Hon. Greg Voss: 

I have been approached by House of God's Grace, LLC {"HGG"} concerning housing it provides 

for persons in recovery from alcaholis~ and subst~nee abuse for the purpose of addressing the 

federat Fair Housing Act and Americans with Disabilities Act rmplicatioz~s of the City of 

Etsmere's refusal to allow reasonable accatnmodation for its properly at 244 Caldwell Drive, 

Elsmeze, Kentucky 41018. 

This letter is to request a reasonable accommodation puz~suant to the federal Fair Housing 

Act, 42 U.S.C. §3604(f}(3)(B) {"FHA") far housing HGG provides to its residenfis. As a 

reasonable accoznmadatian, zt is requested that the City of Elsmere treat residents as a family by 

waiving tl~e number of unrelated persons that can reside together as a farr~ily, and treat the use of 

dwelling as a single faz~zly use. 

Specifical3y, we are requesti~~g that the City of Elsmere, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §3b04(f} 

{3)(B} as a reasonable accommodation allow up to six (6) unrelated residents o~ HGG live 

together in R-1~ (single fatniiy residential dwellings (detached)) at 204 Caldwell Drive, Etsmere, 

I~entueky 41018, as a "family" Article VII Definitions. z 

I. BACKGR(7►UND: I-IQUS~ C1F CUD'S GRACE, LLC CQNCEPT 

Family: An indzvid~~al or two {2} o~~ more persons reiattd by blood or marriage, oa• gtnup of not more than three (3) 
persons (excluding servants} wt~o need not be related by blood or marriage, livS~~g together in a single housekeeping 
un'st as their common home far the time, as distinguished from a group occupying a boarding house, lodging house, 
hotel, club, fraternity oc sorority house. 
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HGG is a Kentucky limited liability company organized by Gxeg Grote for the purpose of 
providing housing for recovering alcoholics and drug addzcfs. The property at 204 Caldwell 
Drive, presently provides housing to three {3) unrelated individuals. HGG is seeing approval for 
up to a maximum a~ six {6} unrelated persons in recovery from alcoholism and substance abuse, 
residing together as the funetinxxal equivalent crf a family. The City does not impose arty 
taumerical limitation on the number of perso~~s residing together who are related by btood or 
marriage, and even provides far unrelated servants. This household functions as the equivalent of 
a family and a single housekeeping unit which allows the recovering persons to provide one 
another rvvith continual mutual support as well as mutual monitoring #o prevent relapse. 

lv~any perso~~s in recovery can~~ot maintain the traditional family orgailizatian that the 
City's ordinance dictates. Treating the use of 204 Caldv~✓ell Drive, as something othez~ than a 
single-family use, therefore, discriminates against groups of disabted persons, such as the 
residents residing t3~ere, which do not tnee~ the City's definition of family. In addition to the 
actual discrimination agaznst the residents of these dwelling by the City's prior attempts to block 
HGG's efforts, the City's ordinance also has a disparate impact on them by preventing them from 
living together in drug aa~d alcolzal-free housing units. T1~e potential recovery o~ people who are 
handicapped or disabled by reason afalcoholism or drag abuse is greatly enhanced b~ the mutual 
support and mutual monitoring provided by living wit~a other recovering persons. further, it zs 
often critical that a person in the early and middle stages of recovery shares a bedroom with 
another recovering addict for mutual support and monitoring. The City's restrictions on groups of 
disabled persons that do not meet its definition of family effectively prohibit this type of Living 
arra~tgement in single-family dwellings in single-family zones, even t~►ough no similar 
restrictions apply to persons that meet the City's definition of "family" by blond or marriage or 
status as servant. 

The residents of 204 Caldwell Drive, are considered to be the functional equivalent of a 
family for several reasa~~s, The residents have access to the entire house. The residents also 
participate equally in housel~eeping fu~ctians off' the house. The quality and na#urn of the 
relationships among the residents are akin to that of a fatx~i]y. The emotional and mutual support 
and banding given each resident in support of their recovery £ram drug addiction and atcoholasm 
is the equivalent of the type of love and support received by a firaditianal family. The need of 
groups of unrelated reeoveri~~g alcoholics and substance abusers to live in a structured, safe and 
therapeutic environment is necessary to the recovery process. It has been Found that individua3s 
who decide to dive in sober housing programs, such as that offered by HGG, are allowed to 
engage in the process of recovery from alcoholism and substance abuse, afi their own pace. By 
living with ogler persons who are in recovery, the residents should never• have to face an 
alcoholic's ar addict's deadliest enemy: loneliness atld isolation. 

Iii addition, the residents live at 204 Caldwell Drive, by choice. The choice is usually 
motivated 6y the individual's desire not to relapse intp drug and/ar alcohol use again after that 
individual has bottomed oust (e.g., lost jobs, Home or family}. It is also motivated by the desire 
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ghat one must change their lifestyle, the manner in whzch they conduct their affairs, and the need 

to become a responsible, productive member of society. 

Finally, HGG is neither licensed nnr required to be licensed by tl~e Catntnanwealth of 

Kentucky in order ~o provide housing for its residents. The HGG enjoys community support 

from those in the treatment cammunify. HGG is a valuable asset to the Northern Kentucky 

cotnmunity-

II, FAIR HC)USING ACT: 
REAStJ~NABLE ACCOMM~DATI(JN REQUEST TO 8E TREATED AS FAMILY 

The residetlts of HGG aye considered "handicapped" under the X988 amendznenis to the Federal 

Fair Housing Act, unlike those other groups of unrelated, non-disabled persons. See, 42 U.S.C. 

§3600, et. seq. Recovering addicts and alcoholics are specifically included within the defini~ian 

of "handicapped individual." See, 42 U.S.C. § 3602(h) and 24 C.F.R. 100.201(a}{2). 

As members of a prateated class under the FHA, the issue of whethex the use of 204 

Caldwell Drive, as a "sober-living home" is in vialaxion of the City's zoning ordinances is not 

relevant to the gcrestian of if there is a viaiation of tl~e T'~-iA. The language of the FHAA itself 

manifests clear congressional intent to vitiated the applicatiozz of any state law that would permit 

discrimination based on physical handicap. See, 42 U.S.C. § 3615 {expressly cam~nandzz~g that 

"any iaw of a State . that purports to require or permit any action that would be a 

discriminatory housing practice under this subchapter shall to that extent be invalid."} Astralis 

Condo. Assn v Sec y, United ,States Dey't of Flouse. & UYban Dev, 620 F,3d 62, 7a {l st Cir. 

2410}. Thus, any allegation that the uses of 204 Caldwell Drive, constitutes a "group home", 

"~7p~i'C~LTI~ ~1Ot158», <`transitzonal housing'r, andlor "COIi~P~g1t~ ~lOUSiTI~" fi,~t1~ GOl1St1t11t~S 1 

viola#ion of a local zoning ordinance does not abrt~gate its rights in claiming discrimination 

under the FHA. it is well established that tlse FHA prolZibits discrzminat~ary land use decisions b~ 

municipalities, when such decisions are ostensibly authorized. by Local ordinazxce. .tissaeiatzon of 

Relative and Friends ofA1'DS Patients a Regulation and Permits administration, 740 F.Supp. 95 

(D.k'.R. 1990) (governmeni agency's danial of land use pexmit to open AIDS hospice violated 

FHA}; ~,~ter a City of Belleville, 720 F.Supp. (S.D.I11. 1989} {on motion for preliminary 

injunction, city's refusal to issue special use permit anger zoning Iaw to develop to rezrtodel 

building into residence for persons with AIDS violated FHA}. See also, 42 U.S.C. § 3615 ("any 

Iaw of a State, a political subdivision, or ether jurisdiction that purports to require ar permit any 

action that would be a discriminatory housing practice under this subchapter shall to that extent 

be invalid [under ttae FHA „}. 

In addition, for purposes of this letter, 42 U.S.C. § 3604093}(B) defines discrimination 

to include a "refusal to make reasonable accommodations in rules, policies, practices, ox 

services, when such accatnmodations znay be necessary to afford such [handicapped] person 

equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling:' 
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The legislative history to the Fair Hawing Amendment Act of 1988 ("House Judiciary 

Report") is explicit as to the effect of the atz3endments can state and local land use practices, 

regulations ox decisions which would have the effect of discrinninating against individuals with 

handicaps. The amendments prohibit the discriminatory enfarceznent of land use iaw to 

congregate living arrangements among non-related persons with disabilities when these 

requirements are not imposed on families. 

[Section 804{~] would also apply to state or local land use and health and safety lar~vs, 

regulations, practices or decisions which discriminate against individuals with handicaps. 

While state and local governments have authority to pratecfi safety and health, and to 

regulate use of land., that authority leas sometimes been used to restrict the ability of 

individuals with handicaps to live in communities. This had been accomplished by such 

as the enactment or imposition of health, safety or land-use requirements on congregate 

Iiving arrangements among non-related persons with disabilities. Since these 

requirern~~ats are not it~posed on families and groups of similar siza of unre]ated people, 

#here requirements have the effect of dzsc~-iminating against persons with disabilities. 

Haase Report, page 24 (foatno~e omitted}. Based on this dear expression of legislative intent, 

the courts have enjoined the application and er~fozcement of zoning and health az~d safety 

regulations which have a discriminatory impact on group homes for persons with disabilities. 

(7xford House, Inc. a Totivnshfp of CherYy Hill, 799 F.Supp. 450, 4b2 {D.N.1. 1992); ~xfard 

HousE, Inc. v. Town of Babylon, 8I9 F.Supp. 1179 (E.D.N.Y. 1993}; .Marhr-unak, Inc. a City of 

Stove, 974 F.2d 43 (Gth Cir_ 1992}. 

The reasonable accommodation requirement of the FHA d~•aws no distinction between 

rules, policies, and practices that are ernbadied in zoning ordit~anees and those that emanate from 

other sources. All are subject to the reasonablE accntnmodation requirement. Thus, when a 

municipality refuses to make a reasonable aceornmodation in its zoning rules, policies ax 

practices, and such an accomn~octation rziay be necessary to afford handicapped pexsons an equal 

opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling, it violates the reasonable aecar~amodation provision of 

the ~'HA. 42 U.S.C. § 36040}(3){B). See, Unated States v ~llczge of MaNshadl, 78? F.Supp. 872, 

877 (W.D. Wisc. 1991)(Congress in enacting the fair Housing Amendments Act "anticipated that 

thexe were rules and reg~alatioas encompassing zoning regulations and governznentai decisic+n 

about Iand use°'}. 

Re~sonabl~ accotr►z~lodatzo~ has beeta infierpreted by the Courts zn cases involving zoning 

ordinances to mean that a municipality must change some rule that is generally applicable to 

everyone so as to make its burden less onerous on the person with. disab'tiities. Township of 

Cherry Hill, at 465 frt. 25. See, Casa Marie, Inc. a Superiat- C'ouNt of Puerto Rico fvr the District 

ofAYeciba, 752 F.Supp. l 152, 1.169 (D.P.R. 1990), rev'd on other grounds, 9$8 F.2d 252 (lst Cir. 

1993) {noting that a court hearing a reasonable accommadati4n claim under the FHA may 

"adjudge whether compliance with the zoniaig ordinances may be `waived"°); HaYizan I~ause 

Development Services a Township of Upper Southhampton, 804 F.Supp. 683, 699-744 (E.D. Pa. 
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1992}, affoNd mem., 99S F.2d 217 {3d Cir. 1993} ("affirmative steps are required to change rules 

ar practices if they are necessary to allow a person with a disability to live in a community"). A 

request for a reasonable accommodation may even encompass as a request for nor enforcement 

of a zoning ordinance. Proviso Association of Retarded Citezens a Yi~lage Qf Westchester, 914 

F.Supp 1555, 1551-62 (N.D.ill. 1946). 

One caf the purposes of the reasonable accommodation provision is to address ind~vzduai 

needs and respond to individual circumstances, In this regard, courts have held that 

municipalities must change, waive ar make exception to their zoning r~zles to afford people with 

disabilities the same access to dousing as those who are witk~out disabilities. Town of~Babylan, 

819 F.Supp. at 1192; Ha~izon House , 8Q4 F.Supp. at 699; Township of Cherry Hill, ~'.Supp. at 

4~ 1 - 53; Ytllage of Marshatl, 787 F.Supp. at 878; Camm. of PueYto Rico, 764 F.Supp. at 224. 

Here, accommodating the use of 204 Caldwell Drive, as asingle-family use would not 

cause the City undue ~nailcial or administrative burdens, nor would 3t undermine the purpose 

which the requirerr►ent seeks to achieve. See, Vllcrge of Marshalt, supra at 877 - 78 

(accommodation is unreasonable if it "undermine[s] the basic purpose which the requirement 

seeks to achieve."). The FHA places an affirmative duty on the municipality to accommodate the 

needs of persons with disabilities. The ~'HA denr~ands that municipalities, such as the City of 

Elsrnere, change the rr~anner in which its zoning ordinances are applied to afford the disabled the 

same opportunity to housing as those who are not disabled. City of Plainfeld, F.Supp. at 1344 

(accommodation reasonable where it "would not cause undue finaaleial burden to the City'°). 

Permitting HGG to continue to provide sober hoasing ws~uld not significantly 

compromise tl~e poticies reflected in any af'the land use ordinances that the City would apply or 

enforce. Nor is there any significant avidence that such an accommodation would significantly 

compromise the City's lagitimate interests in protecting the residential character of the 

surrounding neighborhood. HGG is not requesting that the City of Elsmere build housing, rather 

it is requesting that the City remove an obstacle to housing. See, Town of BabyXon, supra; 

l~'untington Branch, NA~ICP v Torun of Huntington, 844 F.2d 926, 936 (2d Gir.), aff'd 488 U.S. 

1 S (I 388}. 

Zf need be, HGG can demonstrate that the proposed acco~ninodatian is reasonable, for the 

FHA requires only a sl3owing that the accamt~nodation "~ be necessary to afford 

[handicapped] persons} equal opportunity #a use and e~jay a dwelling." 42 U.S.C. § 3604(fl{3} 

(B}. See, Parish of .Iefferson a allied Health Care, Inc., 1992 U.S. Dist., Lexis 9124 {E.D. La,) 

(the proper inquiry on a request far a reasonable accamrnodatian is fhe number of unrelated 

persons who can reside together is to reasonableness of tl~e request}. The Czty of Elsmere, by 

classifying 204 Caldwell Drive, Elsrrtere, Kentucky 4101$, as anything o#her than a single family 

use, is actually enforcing its definition of family in its ~ozaing ordinance by utilizing more 

stringent requirements ova graup~ of unrelated disabled individuals wishing to live together, than 

on individu~Is related by blood or marriage or servants. Parish of Jefferson, supra {zoning 

ordinance limiting the number of unrelated persons residing together as a family to four found to 
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be in violation of the FHA since it has the effect o~ discrim:inating against groups of handicapped 
persons by unnecessarily restricting their ability to live in residences of their choice in the 
community}. Tsombanidis v ~'ity of rest Haven, l80 F.Supp. 2d 262, aff'd in part, rev'd in part, 

352 F.3d 56S (2d Cir. 2003} (stringent enforcement of City's three person rule has a greater 
adverse impact an disabled persons than non-disabled persons). 

HAG residents are individuals who are handicapped by alcoholism or drug abuse, HGG 
can demonstrate that the ability of recovering addicts to live in a supportive drug free 
environi~nertt in a quiet residential area is critical to their xecovery. z These individuals are more 

likely to need a living arrangement such as the one 204 Caldwell Drive, provides, wherein 
groups of unrelated individuals reside together in a residential neigl~borhood far mutual support 

during the recovery process. Township of Cherry Hill, 799 F.Supp. at 450. "'When that home is 

also a therapeutic environment critical to maintaining continued recovery frazn alcohol ar drug 

addition, eviction is life threatening. Depriving suer individuals of housing, or evicting them, 
would canstitute sn~at3onaE discrimination that may seriously jeopardize their continued 
recovery." See, Cit}t of 1'"Zazn~el~l, 769 F.Supp. 1345. This action by the City would completely 
preclude tl~e opportunity of 204 Caldwell Drive, to exist within tl~e City and do provide housing 
to handicapped persons in recovery Exam alcoholism and drug abusa. 

Also, the mutual support that the residents receive franc each other is critical to addaetion 

recovery. Persons recovering from addition acre far :more o$en successful when living in a 

household with several other persons in recovery, particularly in the early stages of recovery. 

Barring more ihan three (3} unrelated individuals froth residing together, withaui regard to the 

size of the residential unit, interferes with the critical mass of individuals supporting each other 

in recovezy. 

Courts have uniformly held that municipal services include the application and 

enforcement of zo2ling, building, pausing and fire codes. This was made clear by the legislative 

histozy to the FHA. In Casa Marie, Inc. a Superior^ Court of Puerto Rzeo for Dist. of Arecibo, 

752 I~.Supp. 1152, 1.17 (D.F.R. I990} it was nofied that: 

This brief review of the legislative history convinces us that Congress' intention in 

enacting and amending the Fair Housing Act was to provide broad and far-reaching relief 

against diserimi~~ation in housing similar to tZ1e broad remedial scheme of other Civil 

z Other programs similar to the housing provided by HGG have successfully demonstrated the need of recovering 
individuals ~o reside in quiet residential areas iii order to enhance the recovery process. See, Borough of.4uduborx, 
797 F.Supp. at 36Q (based on the testimony, we #ind that tha OI-i-Vassar xesidartts' additions subsEantially limit their 
ability to live ii3dependently a~~d to live with their families. Accordingly, we end Yhat the residents are 
"handicapped" under the Act, and are entitled thereby to the protections of the Act. We do noE think that the list of 
tttajor life activities set forth iti the regulation was meant to be alt-inclusive. Even if it were, the residents would still 
saeisfy the definition because theia• isTability to live independently constitutes a substantial limitation oi~ their ability 
to "ca~•e for thernse(ves:') City of Plainfield, F.Supp. at 1339 - 40. (In addition to losing their residence, which may 
in itself be an i~•reparabie injury, plaintiffs would also lose the benefit of theix therapeutic and support9ve living 
environment, ai d may retagse . . . . For a non-handicapped individual, the disintegz•atian of a family unit is 
traumatic, far ~~ecovering alcoholics and drug addicts, it may be devastating.} 
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Rights statutes . . . . [I]t is obvious that state courts could 6e used to apply facially-neutral 

zoning laws, building codes, restrictive covenants, and other state statutory Iar~v related to 

the regulating housing. Housing is an area replete with state law rules and regulations and 

privafie contacts. 

Application of zonizag, building, housing and fire codes that affect housing far persons 

with disabilities and thai may be utilized to impose terms, conditions and xequixements that may 

result in the denial of housing are subject to challenge under the Fair Housing Ave. These cads 

requirements are also subject to the reasonable accommodation pravisian of the Act. See, 
Gallagher a Magner, 619 Fad 823, 829 (8th Cir. 2010) (application of property main~enat~ce and 

housing codes are subject to disparate impact analysis under the Fair Housing Act); New Jersey 

Coalition of Rooming & &oaYding House Owners a Mayor of Asbury Park, 152 F.3d 217, 221 

(3d Cir. 199$} (compliance with building, dousing, health and safety code regulations far 

licensing purposes in determining intentional discrimination against housing for disabled 

~ersozxs~; Yids. Cn~ty. Sews. a City of Milwaukee, 413 Fad 642, 646 (7th Cir. 2005} {if~oning or 

building-code rule bear more heavily on disabled than an other pexsons, the city must change the 

rules to tl~e extent necessary to redress the adverse effect}; Tsambanidis v YT! Haven 1*ire Dept, 

3S2 F.3d 565, 57i (2d Cir. 2003) (the Fair Housing Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act 

apply to zoning regulations, property rrxaintena~ce codes, state bui~din~; code, and the state ire 

cads}; Mar~runak, 1'nc. v. City of Stowe, 974 F.2d A~3, 47 {6th Cir. 1992) (safely requirements for 

groups of dialed persons contained in City's zoning code subject to review under the Fair 

Housing Act); Alliance far the Mentally Ill a City of Naperville, 923 F.Supp. 1057, 1074 (N.D. 

Ill. 1996} (under the k'air Housing Act, a municipalzty may impose special requirements on a 

Residential Board and Care Occupancy only if such requirements are "warranted by tha unique 

and specific needs and abilities of those handicapped persons"}; Provisio Assn v Village of 
IlTlestchester 9I4 F.Supp. 155, 1562 (N.D. Ill. 1995) (municipality refusal to waive sprinkler 

requirement as a reasonable accoinmodatian which was required by the Life Safety Code found 

to tzave violated the Pair Housing Act). 

SimiIariy, any assertions that HGG residents are "transient in nature" thus requiring 

classification cif 204 Cald~v✓ell Drive, as something other Haan asingle-family use will not survive 

scrutiny under the Fair Housing Act. 

This issue was first raised in fills case of C?xfo~d House, Inc. v Babylon, 819 F.Supp. 11 9, 

1183 (E.D.N.Y. 1993}. The Town of Babylon sought to evict the Oxford I-~ouse because it 

considered the residents to be transient, and therefore, could not qualify as a family under its 

zanang code. Although the Town asserted in Resolution No. 716 that plaintiffs were not a 

"family" as defined by Multiple Dwelling Code, in the action to evict, the Town alleged that 

plaintiffs were ~aot a "family" nr "functional and factual equivalent of a natural family" as 
defined by the 5~ngle Dwelling Code. Under § 213-L of the Town's Single Fami]y Dwelling 

Code, a "famzly„ is defined as "a single person ox collection of persons related by kinship, 

adoption, blood or marriage . . . ." The "functional and factual equivalent of a natural family" is 

def ned in the same section as "a single housekeeping unit bearing the generic character of a 
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family uzait as a relatively permanent household, not a framework for transients or transient 

~iYltl~ . . . ." This argument was rejected by the Court: 

Applying § 213-I of the Tawn Code to evict plaintiffs woutd discriminate against them 

because of their handicap. Recovering alcoholics or drug addicts require a group living 

arrangement in a residential neighborhood for psychological and emotional support 

during the, recovery process. As a result, residents of t~Ze Oxford House are more likely 

than those without handicaps to live with unrelated individuals. Moreover, because 

residents of an Oxford House may leave at any tine d~ae to relapse or any other reason, 

they cannot predict the length of their stay. Therefore, a finding of a violation of the Town 

Cade leading to the town's evictio~a o~ plainfiiffs from a dwelling due to the size or 

transient nature of plaintiffs' group living arrangement actually or predictably results in 

discrimination. 

Iii ?sombanidis v W. Haven Fdre .Dep ~, 352 F.3d 565, 580 (2d Cir. 2003}, an Oxford 

House case, the court rejected the rationale that the residents were "transient." The Court stated: 

We also affirm the district court's finding that the plaintiffs requested reasonable 

accommodation and the City failed to grant it. The City is not required to grant an 

exception for a group of people to live as a single faintly, but it cannot deny the variance 

request based solely on plaintiff's' handicap where the requested accommodation is 

reasonable. The district court found that these plaintiffs operated nnuch Iike a family. 

Additionally, these is evidence that these particular plaintiffs needed to live in group 

homes located in single-family areas. S'ee, Tsombanidis, II, I80 F.Supp. 2d at 293. The 

City concede that, from a municipal services standpoint, it would bear minimal financial 

cost from ire proposed accommodation. While legitate concerns t~f res~dentiai zoning 

laws include the integrity of the City's housing scheme and problems associated with 

large numbers of unrelated transient persons living tpgether, such as traffic car~gestion 

and noise, see, ill. ofBell~ Terre a BoYaas, 416 U.S. 1, 9, 39 L.Ed.2d 797, 94 S.Ct. 1536 

(19'74); C?xford House-C, 77 F.3d at 252, the City paints to no evidence that those 

concerns were present here. 

The Tsar~ebanidis rationale was adapted by the United States Court of Appeals far the 

1 lth Circuit in Schwarz a City of Treasur-e Island, 544 Fad 1201, 1224 (l lth Cir. Pla. 2048). 

The following cases also reject the transient nafiure argument: Sharpvisions, Inc. u 

.borough of Plum, 47S F.Supp. 2d 514 (W.D.Pa. 2047); Crraty. Servs. a Heit~elberg 1'wa., 439 

F.Supp.2d 380, 397 (M.D.Pa. 2006); and Lakeside Resort Ente~s.> LP a Bd. of Supervisors, 455 

Rid 154, 157 - 258 (3d Cir. 2Q06}. 

III. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT AND 
EQUAL PRO~TECTIt3N VIOLATIONS 
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In addition to claims for viotatian of the BHA, enfaxcernent of the zoning ordinance in a 
manner that would preclude the use of HGG's property for up to six (6) individuals recovering 
from alcoholism and drug addiction would constitute a violation of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. 

The Arnexiaans with Disabilities Aet requires that no qualifiedzndividual with a disability 
shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from participation in or 6e denied the benefits of 
the services, programs, or activities of a public enfiity, or be subjecfied tc~ discrimination by any 
such entity. 42 U.S.GA. Section 12132. The federal regulations implementing the Americans 
with Dzsabilifies Act prohibit a public entity from administering a licensing program in a manner 
that subjects qualified individuals with disabilities to discrimination a~~ the basis of disability, nor 
may a public entity establish. requirements fax the programs ar activities of licensees That subject 
qualified individuals with disabilities to discrimination on the basis of disability. 28 C.F.R. 
Section 35.130(6}. The federal regulatio~xs implementing the Annericans with taisahilities Act 
also make it unlawful for a public entity, in determining the site ox location of a facility, to make 
selections that have the purpose or effect of excluding individuals with disabilities froze, denying 
tlxem the benefits of, or otherwise subjecting them to discrimination. 28 GF.R. Section 3S.13q(4} 
(i}, 

Enforceine~~t by the City of Elsmere would have the result of denying and otherwise 

making residency at 204 Caldwell Drive unavailable to individuals because of their disability; 
applying the zoning and building codes would he done in aa~ arbitrary and capricious manner and 
impose upon the individuals onerous compliance requirements, thereby denying them their 
choice of residence within tl~e boundaries of the City of Elszr~ere; discriminating against them 
individuals because of their disability in the terms, conditions, and privileges of residing at 204 
Calduvell Drive and in the provision of services and facilities in connection with tha dwelling, 
providing its municipal code enfarcemen~ services differently to individuals because of the 

handicap of kha reside~lts of 204 Caldwell Drive; and failing to modify or waive enforcement of 
rules, regulations, codes, on policies as a reasonable accommodation to the individuals' 
disability. 

Finally, enforcing the Ctt~ of Elsmere zoning and building codes as proposed in such a 
discritninat~ry manner would subject the City to Section 1983 claims. 42 U.S.C.A. Section 1983. 
S~eci~cally, it would deny individuals the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the 
Fourteenth Amendment to tl~e Clni#ed States Constitution, by arbitrarily and zrrationalty denying 
individuals, because of the handicap of the residents of 244 Caldwell Drive, the residential 
opportunities afforded to both groups of related non-disabled persons and unrelated disabled 
persons who are eat recovering alcohniics and drug addicts. 

~V. CONCLUSIt?N 

X hope yc~u find this infarmatio~~ useful. I would like to discuss this matter with you prior to my 
clzent seeking relief in federal court. 

(RSV. 2018-APR-27) Page 9 of 10 Kloeker Law, PLLC 



1 look forward to discussing ways to resolve this matter with you. 

Sincerely, 

/s( Chris Kloeker 

cc: City of Elsmere, City Attorney 
I-~on. Greg Vass 
~voss~a,vosslaw.net 

City of Eismere, Zoning Administrator- 
Rich Aliff 
rich~Lcitvofelsmere.cam 

City of Elsrnere, City 1adm~nist;rator 
Matthew M. Dowling 
dowlin~(a7ci__, f~afelsmere.eom 
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SUMMARY OF PERTINENT FEDERAL COURT 
DECISIONS INTERPRETING FHA AND ADA 

Horizon House Developmental Servs., Inc. v. Upper Southampton, United 
States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, 1992, Case no. 89-2243. 
~A 1,000 foot spacing requirement between such homes is unlawful under the Fair 
Housing Act, because it creates an explicit classification based on handicap with no 
rational basis or legitimate government interest. A 1000 foot distance requirement 
violates the FHAA because it has a disparate impact or "effect" on the housing choices 
of people with handicaps. 

Tsombanidis v. City of W. Haven, 129 F. Supp. 2d 136, United States District 
Court for the District of Connecticut, January 30, 2001, Decided, No. 
3:98CV1316(GLG), 129 F. Supp. 2d 136 '" ~ 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1099 *~Headnote 
8~: "Persons who are non-abusing, recovering alcohols and drug addicts are covered 
by the Fair Housing Act of 1968, as amended by the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 
1988, 42 U.S.C.S. § 3601, et seq., and by Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 
42 U.S.C.S. §§ 12131-12165.42 U.S.C.S. § 3602(h) and 24 C.F.R. § 100.201(a)(2); 42 
U.S.C.S. § 12210(b)(1) and (2)." 
Headnote 20~The West Haven (Conn.) Land Use Regulations defining family in terms 
of one or more persons related by blood, marriage, or adoption, or a group of not more 
than three persons who are not so related, that maintain a common household together 
in a single dwelling, are not covered by the exemption provided for any reasonable 
local, State, or Federal restrictions regarding the maximum number of occupants 
permitted to occupy a dwelling at 42 U.S.C.S. § 3607(b)(1), and are subject to the Fair 
Housing Act of 1968, as amended by the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988, 42 
U.S.C.S. § 3601, et seq. 

Oxford House-C v. City of St. Louis, 77 F.3d 249, United. States Court of 
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, September 12, 1995, Submitted ;February 23, 1996, 
1996 U.S. App. LEXIS 2838 *'" 
Procedural Posture. Appellant city sought review of a judgment from the United 
States District Court for the Eastern District of Missouri, which held appellant had 
violated the Fair Housing Act, 42 U.S.C.S. §§ 3601-3631, by enforcing a zoning 
ordinance requiring appellee group homes to house no more that eight unrelated 
handicapped residents. 
Overview. When appellant city cited appellee group homes for violating a zoning 
ordinance requiring single family dwellings to house eight or fewer unrelated 
handicapped residents, appellees brought an action alleging appellant had' violated the 
Fair Housing Act (Act), 42 U.S.C.S. §§ 3601-3631. When the district court found a 
violation, appellant sought review, and the court reversed. Initially, the court held that 
Congress had not exceeded its authority under the Commerce Clause by prohibiting 



handicap discrimination under the Act and that 42 U.S.C.S. § 3607{b)(1) had not 
exempted the ordinance from the Act. However, the court held that even though the 
ordinance had caused appellees financial hardships, the ordinance had not violated the 
Act because appellant had a rational basis, namely decreasing congestion, traffic, and 
noise in residential areas, in enacting the ordinance. The court also held appellees had 
failed to prove discrimination because appellees had not shown that appellant ignored 
zoning violations by non-handicapped people. Finally, because appellant had yet to 
seek a variance, the court held appellant had not failed to accommodate appellees as 
required by the Act. 
Outcome. The court reversed a judgment holding appellant city had violated the Fair 
Housing Act by enforcing a zoning ordinance requiring appellee group homes to house 
no more that eight unrelated handicapped residents because a rational basis had 
existed for enacting the ordinance and enforcement of the ordinance had not constituted 
unlawful discrimination. Moreover, appellant had not failed to accommodate as 
appellees had yet to apply for a variance. In it decision the Court stated: 

"We conclude the eight-person rule is rational HNS"~ Cities have a legitimate 
interest in decreasing congestion, traffic, and noise in residential 
areas, [**6] and ordinances restricting the number of unrelated people who may 
occupy a single family residence are reasonably related to these legitimate 
goals. Village of Belle Terre v. Boraces, 416 U.S. 1, , 39 L. Ed. 2d 797, 94 S. Ct. 
1536 (1974). The City does not need to assert a specific reason for choosing 
eight as the cut-off point, rather than ten or twelve. HNb °Every line drawn by a 
legislature leaves some out that might well have been included. That exercise of 
discretion, however, is a legislative, not a judicial, function." Id. at 8. We conclude 
the City's eight-person restriction has a rational basis and thus is valid under the 
Fair Housing Act. Familystyle, 923 F.2d at 94." 

Note: This case has been distinguished and criticized several times per Shepards. 
Further note that this litigation ended with an accommodation to 9 occupants. 

Smith &Lee Assocs. v. City of Taylor, 13 F.3d 920, United States Court of 
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, March 3, 1993, Argued ;December 30, 1993, Decided ; 
December 30, 1993, 1993 U.S. App. LEXIS 33971 '~* 
Procedural Posture. Defendant city appealed an order from the United States District 
Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, which granted judgment to plaintiff owner of 
adult foster care home in plaintiff s action alleging that defendant's denial of plaintiff s 
rezoning request constituted discrimination under the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 
1988, 42 U.S.C.S. § 3601 et seq. 
Overview. After defendant city denied plaintiffs owner of adult foster care (AFC) home 
rezoning request seeking to increase the number of residents in its AFC home, which 
was zoned for single-family residential use, from 6 to 12 due to defendant's spot zoning 
concerns, plaintiff filed an action against defendant, alleging violations of the Fair 
Housing Amendments Act of 1988, 42 U.S.C.S. § 3601 et seq. The lower court found 
discrimination by defendant and permanently enjoined defendant from refusing to permit 
plaintiff to operate the AFC home with 12 residents. On appeal, the court reversed and 
remanded because the lower court relied on impermissible factors in its determination of 
discrimination. The court held that the City of Taylor, Mich. Zoning Ordinance § 
2.02(36), requiring that asingle-family home operate as anon-profit unit, was 



constitutional and that a rezoning requirement was not evidence of discrimination, but 
that, on remand, a determination must be made whether defendant's alleged unequal 
application of the non-profit requirement supports a finding of discrimination and 
whether a 12-person home was required in order to supply a reasonable 
accommodation. 
Outcome. The court reversed and remanded the order, which granted judgment to 
plaintiff owner of adult foster care home in plaintiff's action alleging that defendant city's 
denial of plaintiff's rezoning request constituted discrimination under the Fair Housing 
Amendments Act of 1988 because the lower court relied on impermissible factors in its 
determination of discrimination, which the lower court was directed not to rely on upon 
remand. 

Hamm v. City of Gahanna, 109 Fed. Appx. 744, United States Court of Appeals 
for the Sikh Circuit, August 31, 2004, 2004 U.S. App. ~EXIS 19109 ~''~ 
Notice: NOT RECOMMENDED FOR PUBLICATION. Si~cth Circuit Rule 28(g) limits 
citation to speefic situation. Please see Rule 25(g) before citing in a proceeding in a 
court in the sixth Circuit, if cited, a copy must be served on other parties and the Court. 
This notice is to be prominently displayed if this decision is reproduced. 
Procedural Posture. Appellant landowners sued appellees, a city, its mayor, and. 
members of the city council, alleging that they unlawfully refused to rezone property for 
group homes for the elderly and disabled. The United States District Court for the 
Southern District of Ohio granted summary judgment for appellees, holding that there 
was no evidence of unlawful discrimination and that the rezoning was not a necessary 
accommodation. The landowners sought review. 
Overview. On appeal, the landowners argued that the district court erroneously found 
that there was insufficient evidence of intentional discrimination and there was no failure 
to make accommodations. The court rejected these arguments and affirmed the district 
court's judgment. The landowners did not present evidence of an invidiously 
discriminatory intent in appellees' rejection of the rezoning request. The reasons 
advanced for the neighbors' opposition to the rezoning were almost entirely free of any 
taint of bias against disabled or elderly persons. The overriding concern related to traffic 
problems and property devaluation. The few remarks that suggested a suspect 
discriminatory animus did not influence the rezoning decision. The landowners' 
argument that the city council did not ordinarily consider property values in reviewing 
rezoning applications did not establish pretext. Further, the landowners did not show 
that "but for" the accommodation, elderly and disabled persons would be denied an 
equal opportunity to live in single-family neighborhoods. There were other group homes 
for the disabled and the elderly in the city's single-family neighborhoods during the 
relevant time period. 
Outcome. The court affirmed the district court's summary judgment in favor of 
appellees. 

Means v. City of Dayton, 111 F. Supp. 2d 969, United States District Court for 
the Southern District of Ohio, Western Division, July 28, 2000, Decided ;July 28, 2000, 
2000 U.S. Dist. ~EXIS 1$526 ** 
Procedural Posture. Defendant city moved for summary judgment in plaintiff's action 



against it for violation of the Fair Housing Act of 1968, as amended, 42 U.S.C.S. § 3601 
et seq., and Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4112.02, by imposing conditions upon her 
operation of a residential care facility housing five mentally disabled adults. 
Overview. Plaintiff, who had been operating adult foster homes, sued defendant city 
for violating the Fair Housing Act of 1968, as amended, 42 U.S.C.S § 3601 et seq., 
and Ohio Rev. Cade Ann. § 4112.02, by imposing conditions to its approval of her 
application to operate a residential care facility for five mentally disabled adults. The 
facility constituted a change of use and was a conditional rather than permitted use 
under the Dayton Zoning Code. Plaintiff failed to comply with all but one condition but 
began operations and filed suit. Defendant moved for summary judgment, which was 
granted. The court analyzed plaintiff's two claims under the same legal standard and 
concluded there was no genuine issue of material fact concerning plaintiff's theory that 
defendant had intentionally discriminated against her. The relevant zoning provisions 
were not facially discriminatory and the requested accommodation was not necessary to 
afford plaintiffs roomers an equal housing opportunity. Defendant did not violate 42 
U.S.C.S. § 3604(~(3)(B), even though the conditions imposed upon the granting of the 
conditional use permit caused plaintiff to incur additional expenses. 
Outcome. Summary judgment was granted on plaintiff's failure to accommodate 
theory, as evidence did not raise genuine issue of material fact as to whether 
accommodation requested by plaintiff was necessary to afford her disabled roomers 
equal opportunity in housing. Defendant did nat violate statute by imposing conditions 
on permit. 



PERTINENT FEDERAL STATUTES 

FAIR HOUSING ACT 

42 U.S.C. § 3602. Definitions 
As used in this title—

{h) "Handicap" means, with respect to a person—
(1) aphysical or mental impairment which substantially limits one or more of such 
person's major life activities, 
(2) a record of having such an impairment, or 
(3) being regarded as having such an impairment, 
but such term does not include current, illegal use of or addiction to a controlled 
substance (as defined in section 102 of the Controlled Substances Act (21 
U.S.C. 802)). 

24 CFR § 100.201 Definitions. 
As used in this subpart: ... 

Handicap means, with respect to a person, a physical or mental impairment which 
substantially limits one or more major life activities; a record of such an impairment; or 
being regarded as having such an impairment. This term does not include current, 
illegal use of or addiction to a controlled substance. For purposes of this part, an 
individual shall not be considered to have a handicap solely because that individual is a 
transvestite. As used in this definition: 

(a) Physical ar mental impairment includes: 
(1) Any physiological disorder or condition, cosmetic disfigurement, or anatomical 
loss affecting one or more of the following body systems: Neurological; 
musculoskeletal; special sense organs; respiratory, including speech organs; 
cardiovascular; reproductive; disgestive; genito-urinary; hemic and lymphatic; 
skin; and endocrine; or 
(2) Any mental or psychological disorder, such as mental retardation, organic 
brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and specific learning disabilities. 
The term physical or mental impairment includes, but is not limited to, such 
diseases and conditions as orthopedic, visual, speech and hearing impairments, 
cerebral palsy, autism, epilepsy, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, cancer, 
heart disease, diabetes, Human Immunodeficiency Virus infection, mental 
retardation, emotional illness, drug addiction (other than addiction caused by 
current, illegal use of a controlled substance) and alcoholism. 

42 U.S.C. § 3607. Religious organization or private club exemption 



(b)(1) Nothing in this title limits the applicability of any reasonable local, State, or 
Federal restrictions regarding the maximum number ofi occupants permitted to 
occupy a dwelling. Nor does any provision in this title regarding familial status apply with 
respect to housing for older persons. 

(4) Nothing in this title prohibits conduct against a person because such person has 
been convicted by any court of competent jurisdiction of the illegal manufacture or 
distribution of a controlled substance as defined in section 102 of the Controlled 
Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 802). 

FOOD &DRUG 21 U.S.C. § 802. Definitions 
As used in this title: 
(1) The term "addict" means any individual who habitually uses any narcotic drug so as 
to endanger the public morals, health, safety, or welfare, or who is so far addicted to the 
use of narcotic drugs as to have lost the power of self-control with reference to his 
addiction. 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 

42 U.S.C. § 12210. Illegal use of drugs .,~.,_~_.~,_ _ v_ 
(a) (n general. For purposes of this Act, the term "individual with a disability" does not 
include an individual who is currently engaging in the illegal use of drugs, when the 
covered entity acts on the basis of such use. 
{b) Rules of construction. Nothing in subsection (a) shall be construed to exclude as 
an individual with a disability an individual who—

(1)has successfully completed a supervised drug rehabilitation program and is 
no longer engaging in the illegal use of drugs, or has otherwise been 
rehabilitated successfully and is no longer engaging in such use; 
(2) is participating in a supervised rehabilitation program and is no longer 
engaging in such use; or 
(3) is erroneously regarded as engaging in such use, but is not engaging in such 
use; except that it shall not be a violation of this Act for a covered entity to adopt 
ar administer reasonable policies or procedures, including but not limited to drug 
testing, designed to ensure that an individual described in paragraph (1) or (2) is 
no longer engaging in the illegal use of drugs; however, nothing in this section 
shall be construed to encourage, prohibit, restrict, or authorize the conducting of 
testing for the illegal use of drugs. 

(c) Health and other services. Notwithstanding subsection (a) and section 512(b)(3) 
[42 USCS § 12211(b)(3)], an individual shall not be denied health services, or services 
provided in connection with drug rehabilitation, on the basis of the current illegal use of 
drugs if the individual is otherwise entitled to such services. 
(d) "Illegal use of drugs" defined. 

(1) In general. The term "illegal use of drugs" means the use of drugs, the 
passessian or distribution of which is unlawful under the Gontrolled Substances 



Act (21 U.S.C. 812). Such term does not include the use of a drug taken under 
supervision by a licensed health care professional, or other uses authorized by 
the Controlled Substances Act or other provisions of Federal law. 
(2) Drugs. The term "drug" means a controlled substance, as defined in 
schedules I through V of section 202 of the Controlled Substances Act [21 USCS 
§ 812]. 



SELECTED KENTUCKY STATUTES 

KRS 100.982. Definitions for KRS 100.982 to 100.984. 
As used in KRS 100.982 to 100.984, unless the canted otherwise requires: 
(1) "Person with a disability" means a person with a physical, emotional, or mental disability, 
including, but not limited to, an intellectual disability, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism, deafness 
or hard of hearing, sight impairments, and orthopedic impairments, but not including convicted 
felons or misdemeanants on probation or parole or receiving supervision or rehabilitation 
services as a result of their prior conviction, or mentally ill persons who have pled guilty but 
mentally ill to a crime or not guilty by reason of insanity to a crime. "Person with a disability" 
does not include persons with current, illegal use of alcohol or any controlled substance as 
regulated under KRS Chapter 218A. 
(2) "Residential care facility" means a residence operated and maintained by a sponsoring 
private or governmental agency to provide services in a homelike setting for persons with 
disabilities. 
(3) "Services" means, but is not limited to, supervision, shelter, protection, rehabilitation, 
personal development, and attendant care. 

KRS 100.984. Residential care facility for persons with disabilities. 
Any sponsoring private or governmental agency shall be permitted to operate a residential care 
facility in any residential district, zone, or subdivision subject only to compliance with the same 
limitations upon area, height, yard, screening, parking, number of dwelling units, and number of 
occupants per dwelling unit as apply to other residences in the district, zone, or subdivision. For 
purposes of determining the number of occupants in a residential care facility, or in any of the 
dwelling units which comprise the facility, employees of the sponsoring agency providing 
services to persons with. disabilities shall be counted only if their permanent residence is 
maintained at the facility. No conditional use permit not otherwise required for other residences 
within a zone or land use category shall be required for the operation of a residential care 
facility. 

KRS 100.111. Definitions for chapter. 
As used in this chapter, unless the context otherwise requires: 

(7) "Conditional use permit' means legal authorization to undertake a conditional use, issued by 
the administrative official pursuant to authorization by the board of adjustment, consisting of two 
(2} parts: 

(a) A statement of the factual determination by the board of adjustment which justifies 
the issuance of the permit; and 
(bj A statement of the specific conditions which must be met in order for the use to be 
permitted; 

(24) "Variance" means a departure from dimensional terms of the zoning regulation pertaining to 
the height, width, length, or location of structures, and the size of yards and open spaces where 
such departure meets the requirements of KRS 1Q0.241 to 100.247. 
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SELECTED PROVISIONS OF THE KENTUCKY BUILDING CODE 

[A]101.1 Titie. 
These regulations shall be known as the Building Code of [Commonv~ealth of 
Kentucky], hereinafter referred to as "this code." 

"These regulations shall be known as the Building Code of [Commonwealth of 
Kentucky], hereinafter referred to as "this code."" 

101.1 Title. These regulations shall be known as the Kentucky Building Code, 
hereinafter referred to as "this code." This edition of the Kentucky Building Code (KBC) 
is the 2015 International Building Code (IBC) except where specifically amended in 
these regulations. 

[A]101.2 Scope. 
P 
The provisions of this code shall apply to the construction, alteration, relocation, 
enlargement, replacement, repair, equipment, use and occupancy, location, 
maintenance, removal and demolition of every building or structure or any appurtenances 
connected or attached to such buildings or structures. 
Exception: Detached one- and two-family dwellings and multiple single-family dwellings 
(townhouses) not more than three stories above grade plane in height with a 
separate means of egress, and their accessory structures not more than three stories 
above grade plane in height, shall comply with the lntemational Residential Code. 

"The provisions of this code shall apply to the construction, alteration, relocation, 
enlargement, replacement, repair, equipment, use and occupancy, location, 
maintenance, removal and demolition of every building or structure or any 
appurtenances connected or attached to such buildings or structures. Exception: 
Detached one- and two-family dwellings and multiple single-family dwellings 
(townhouses) not more than three stories above grade plane in height with a separate 
means of egress, and their accessory structures not more than three stories above 
grade plane in height, shall comply with the International Residential Code." 

101.2 Scope. The provisions of this code shall apply to the construction, alteration, 
relocation, enlargement, replacement, repair, equipment, use and occupancy, location, 
maintenance and removal of every building or structure or any appurtenances 
connected or attached to such buildings or structures, whether hereafter erected or, 
where expressly stated in this code, existing; and whether on land, over water, or on 
water, permanently moored to land, and substantially a land structure. 

Exceptions: 



1. Detached one- and two-family dwellings and multiple single-family dwellings 
(townhouses) not more than three stories above grade plane in height with a separate 
means of egress, and their accessory structures shall comply with the Kentucky 
Residential Code, except that, permits, inspections and certificates of occupancy are 
required only as set forth in local ordinances for single family dwellings per KRS 
19$6.060. 

2. Farm dwellings or other farm buildings and structures incide the operation and 
maintenance of the farm if the farm structures are located outside the boundary of a 
municipality and are not used in the business of retail trade ar used as a place of regular 
employment for ten (10) or more people or structures used in the storage or processing 
of timber products. 

3. Manufactured homes constructed under Federal HUD standards. However, the 
exterior electric, water and sewer connections and additions to the home are not 
exempt. 

4. Swimming pools constructed completely above grade. 

A]101.3 Intent. 
The purpose of this code is to es#ablish the minimum requirements to provide a 
reasonable level of safety, public health and general welfare through structural 
strength, means of egress facilities, stability, sanitation, adequate light and ventilation, 
energy conservation, and safety to life and property from fire and other hazards attributed 
to the built environment and to provide a reasonable level of safety to fire fighters and 
emergency responders during emergency operations. 

"The purpose of this code is to establish the minimum requirements to provide a 
reasonable level of safety, public health and general welfare through structural 
strength, means of egress facilities, stability, sanitation, adequate light and ventilation, 
energy conservation, and safety to life and property from fire and other hazards 
attributed to the built environment and to provide a reasonable level of safety to fire 
fighters and emergency responders during emergency operations." 

101.3 Intent. The purpose of this code is to establish the minimum/maximum 
requirements to provide a reasonable level of safety, .public health, and general welfare 
through structural strength, means of egress facilities, stability, sanitation, adequate 
light and ventilation, energy conservation, and safety to life and property from fire and 
other hazards attributed to the built environment and to provide a reasonable level of 
safety to fire fighters and emergency responders during emergency operations. No local 
government shall adopt or enforce any other building code; except that the Kentucky 
Residential Gode shall govern detached single-family dwellings, finro-family dwellings 
and townhouses. 

[A]105.1 Required. 
PERMITS 



Any owner or owner's authorized agent who intends to construct,. enlarge, alter, repair, 
move, demolish or change the occupancy of a building or structure, or to erect, install, 
enlarge, alter, repair, remove, convert or replace any electrical, gas, mechanical or 
plumbing system, the installation of which is regulated by this code, or to cause any such 
work to be performed, shall first make application to the building official and obtain the 
required permit. 

"[A)105.1 Required." 

105.1 Required. Any owner or owner's authorized agent who intends to construct, 
enlarge, alter, repair, move, or change the occupancy of a building or structure, or to 
erect, install, enlarge, alter, repair, remove, convert or replace any electrical, gas, 
mechanical or plumbing system, the installation of which is regulated by this code, or to 
cause any such work to be performed, shall first make application to the building official 
and obtain the required permit. 

RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITIES A building or part thereof housing persons on a 24 
hour basis, who because of age, mental disability, or other reasons, live in a 
supervised residential environment which provides personal care services. The 
occupants are capable of responding to an emergency situation without physical 
assistance from staff. This classification shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following: residential board and care facilities, halfway houses, group homes, 
congregate care facilities, social rehabilitation facilities, alcohol and drug abuse centers 
and convalescent facilities. 

310.5 Residential Group R-3. 
Residential Group R-3 occupancies where 
nature and .not classified as Group R-1, R-2, 

the occupants are primarily permanent in 
R-4 or I, including: 

• Buildings that do not contain more than two dwe/ling units 
• Boarding houses (nontransient) with 16 or fewer occupants 
• Boarding houses (transient) with 10 or fewer occupants 
• Care facilities that provide accommodations for five or fewer persons receiving 

care 
• Congregate living facilities (nontransient) with 16 or fewer occupants 
• Congregate living facilities (transient) with 10 or fewer occupants 
• Lodging houses with five or fewer guest rooms 

"310.5 Residential Group R-3." 

310.5 Residential Group R-3. Residential Graup R-3 occupancies where the occupants 
are primarily permanent in nature and not classified as Group R-1, R-2, R-4, or I, 
including: 

Apartment houses where each dwelling unit has an independent means of egress 
Buildings that do not contain more than two dwelling units and exceed three stories in 
height 



Boarding houses (nontransient) with 16 or fewer occupants 
Boarding houses (transient) with 10 or fewer occupants 
Care facilities that provide accommodations for five for fewer persons receiving care 
Congregate living facilities (transient) with 10 or fewer occupants 
Congregate living facilities (nantransient) with 16 or fewer occupants 
Lodging houses with five or fewer guest rooms 

310.5.1 Care facilities within a duvelling. 
Care facilities for five or fewer persons receiving care that are within asingle-family 
dwelling are permitted to comply with the /ntemationa/ Residential Code provided 
an automatic sprinkler system is installed in accordance with Section 
903.3.1.3 or Section P2904 of the International Residential Code. 

"310.5.1 Care facilities within a dwelling." 

310.5.1 Care facilities within a dwelling. Care facilities for five or fewer persons receiving 
care that are within asingle-family dwelling are permitted to comply with the Kentucky 
Residential Code provided an automatic sprinkler system is installed in accordance with 
Section 903.3.1.3. 

310.6 Residential Group R-4. 
E 
Residential Group R-4 occupancy shall include buildings, structures or portions thereof 
for more than five but not mare than 16 persons, excluding staff, who reside on a 24-hour 
basis in a supervised residential environment and receive custodial care. Buildings of 
Group R-4 shall be classified as one of the occupancy conditions specified in Section 
310.6.1 or 310.6.2. This group shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

• Alcohol and drug centers 
• Assisted living facilities 
• Congregate care facilities 
• Group homes 
• Halfway houses 
• Residential board and care facilities 
• Social rehabilitation facilities 

Group R-4 occupancies shall meet the requirements for construction as defined for Group 
R-3, except as otherwise provided for in this code. 

"310.6 Residential Group R-4." 

310.6 Residential Group R-4. Residential Group R-4 occupancies shall include 
buildings, structures or portions thereof for more than five but not more than 16 persons, 
excluding staff, who reside on a 24 hour basis in a supervised residential environment 
and receive custodial care. The persons receiving care shall include but not be limited 
to, the following: 

Alcohol and drug centers 



Assisted living facilities 
Congregate care facilities 
Group Homes 
Halfway houses 
Residential board and care facilities 
Social rehabilitation facilities 

Group R-4 occupancies shall meet the requirements for construction as defined for 
Group R-3 except for the height and area limitations provided in Section 503 and the 
sprinkler provisions as required by Section 903.2.8. 

[F]903.2.8.'i Group R-3. 
An automatic sprinkler system installed in accordance with Section 903.3.1.3 shall be 
permitted in Group R-3 occupancies. 

"903.2.8.1 Group R-3" 

903.2.8.1 Group R-1. An automatic sprinkler system shall be provided throughout 
buildings with a Group R-1 fire area. 

Exceptions: 

1. Where guestrooms are not more than three (3) stories above the lowest level of exit 
discharge and each guestroom has at least one door leading directly to an exterior exit 
access that leads directly to approved exits. 

2. A residential sprinkler system installed in accordance with 903.3.1.2 shall be allowed 
in buildings, or portions thereof, of Group R-1. 

[F]903.2.8.2 Group R-4 Condition 1. 
An automatic sprinkler system installed in accordance with Section 903.3.1.3 shall be 
permitted in Group R-4 Condition 1 occupancies. 

"903.2.8.2 Group R-4 Condition 1" 

903.2.8.2 Group R-2 and R-3. An automatic sprinkler system shall be provided 
throughout all buildings with a Group R-2 or R-3 occupancy more than two (2) stories in 
height, including basements. 

Exceptions: 

1. A residential sprinkler system installed in accordance with 903.3.1.2 shall be allowed 
in buildings, or portions thereof, of Group R-2 and R-3. 

2. Bed-and-breakfast homes as defined in Section 310.2. 



[F]903.2.8.3 Group R-4 Condition 2. 
An automatic sprinkler system installed in accordance with Section 903.3.1.2 shall be 
permitted in Group R-4 Condition 2 occupancies. Attics shall be protected in accordance 
with Section 903.2.8.3.1 or 903.2.8.3.2. 

"903.2.8.3 Group R-4 Condition 2" 

903.2.8.3 Group R-4. An automatic sprinkler system shall be provided throughout ail 
buildings with a Group R-4 fire area with more than eight occupants. 

Exception: An automatic sprinkler system installed in accordance with 903.3.1.2 or 
903.3.1.3 shall be allowed in Group R-4 facilities. 

[F]903.2.8.4 Care facilities. 
An automatic sprinkler system installed in accordance with Section 903.3.1.3 shall be 
permitted in care facilities with five or fewer individuals in asingle-family dwelling. 
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LEGAL MEMORANDUM FROM LEGAL COUNSEL 

OF THE KENTUCKY LEAGUE OF CITIES 

•: ~ • ~ ~ • r 

Fair Housing Act 

The application of the Fair Housing Act (FHA) to sober living facilities is based on the definition 
of "disability." While not specifically addressing drug and alcohol addiction, the FHA does 
include the definition of a "disability" found in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) if it 
includes broader protection of civil rights of individuals with a mental disability or physical 
disability...or woind include any mental condition not included." 

The FHA defines "handicap" as (42 USCA Sect. 3602}: 

1. A physical or mental impairment which substantially limits one or more of such person's 
major life activities, 
2. A record of having such an impairment, or 
3. Being regarded as having such an impairment, but such term does not include current, illegal 
use of or addiction to a controlled substance 

The Congressional intent with this legislation is critical in determining whether substance abuse 
would be considered a "handicap" and thus protected. The intent was manifested when 
Congress adopted the Rehabilitation Act: "individuals who have a record of drug use or 
addiction but who are not currently using illegal drugs would continue to be protected if they 
fell under the definition of handicap...Just like any other person with a disability, such as cancer 
or tuberculosis, a former drug-dependent persons do not pose a threat to a dwelling or its 
inhabitants simply on the basis of status. Depriving such individuals of housing, or evicting 
them, would constitute irrational discrimination that may seriously jeopardize their continued 
recovery." 

Throughout subsequent discussion and litigation, it has been determined that many 
components of the Rehabilitation Act apply to the FHA and that "physical or mental 
impairment" under FHA includes drug addiction (when it is not caused by CURRENT illegal use 
of controlled substances) and alcoholism. 

Reasonable Accommodation Under the FHA 

Governments must make a reasonable accommodation in rules, policies, practices, or services 
when such accommodation maybe necessary to afford a handicapped person equal 
opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling. Oxford House v. Town of Babylon, 819 F. Supp 1179, 
1185 (E.D,N.Y.E 1993), citing 42 U.S.C. S. 3604(f)(3)(B). 



What constitutes "reasonable accommodation" under the FHA largely turns on whether the 
accommodation would cause undue hardship, either fiscally or administratively, on the 
governing municipality. Another important consideration is whether the accommodation would 
undermine the basic concept ar goal of the zoning ordinance in question. Courts have applied 
the reasonable accommodation obligation to zoning ordinances and other Iand use regulations 
and practices. There is also a degree of balancing of interests when it comes to reasonable 
accommodation in that, the courts will consider the benefit conferred to a disabled person with 
the burden place on the local government. If an accommodation is overly expensive or 
burdensome, it will not be held to be reasonable. The Corporation of the Episcopal Church of 
Utah v. West Valley City (D. Utah 2000) 119 F.Supp.2d 1215, 1221. 

A three-part test is applied to determine if a reasonable accommodation is necessary: 1) The 
accommodation must be reasonable; 2) The accommodation is necessary 3) The 
accommodation will allow the person suffering from substance abuse/addiction equal 
opportunity to use and enjoy a particular dwelling. !d. 

While a municipality is required to make some changes, waivers or exceptions in their zoning 
practices to afford people with disabilities the same access to housing as those without 
disabilities, they are not required to make fundamental or substantial modifications from the 
zoning code to accommodate disabilities. Sanghvi v. City of Claremont (9th Cir. 2003), 328 F.3d 
S32; U.S. v. Village of Marshall, 787 F. Supp 872 (W.D. Wis 1991j. 

Courts have consistently upheld legitimate government zoning regulations that promote the 
public health and safety and which are narrowly tailored to reach the specific goal of the 
regulation. 

Common Regulation Practices 

Throughout the U.S. cities have adopted a variety of regulation practices that have survived 
challenges in some states. Those practices include the tools discussed below. 

1) Licensing and Registration by the City 
Valid reasons exist to require owner or operator of a sober living facility to obtain a license or 
at least register the home with the city including: protecting public/residents, maintain 
adequate health and safety standards for residents, ensure adequate fire, police or EMS 
vehicles or patrols are available for the facility and to help identify the facility appropriateness 
for residents who may require special assistance during an emergency. 

Some states, such as Washington, have licensing requirements for such homes that preempt 
local regulation. (See Washington State law, Ch. 70.128 RCW). In other cases, registration 
requirements for submission of basic information about a group home have been successfully 
challenged. In D~ord House, /nc. v. Township of Cherry Hi/l, 799 F.Supp. 450, 462 (D. N . J . 
1992), a federal district court found application procedures for obtaining a use permit to be 
discriminatory, and in United States v. Village of Palatine, 37 F.3d 1230, 1234 (7th Cir. 1994), 



the Circuit Court upheld a group homeowner's argument that an application and permitting 
process violated their right to "reasonable accommodation" in zoning practices. /n Oxford 
House, tnc. v. City of St. Lours , 843 F.Supp. 1556, 1581 (E.D. Mo. 1994), advocates for the 
handicapped argued that health and safety concerns of a local government perpetuated public 
misconceptions about the handicapped that the FHAA intended to eliminate. While there is 
currently no comparable Kentucky or Sixth Circuit case, a registration requirement would need 
to be clearly health and safety-related and applied equally to all types of group living 
arrangements in order to withstand challenge. 

Some state courts have held that requiring a special permit process violates FHA if it requires 
that disabled people must subject themselves to public scrutiny in order to get housing thereby 
creating a disparate impact. In Stewart B. McKinney Foundation, lnc. v. Town Plan and Zoning 
Commission of Town of Fairfield, 790 F. Supp. 1197 (D. Conn. 1992), the court there found that 
a city requirement that seven unrelated HIV posited people seek a special permit to occupy a 
two-family house violated FHA. In this case, the special permit applied only to the disabled 
individuals. Similarly, in Tsombanidis v. City of West Haven, Conn., 129 F. Supp 2d 136 (D. Conn. 
2001), another group home issue was brought under FHA. Here, residents of an Oxford House 
brought a claim against the city alleging that the zoning and municipal code enforcement 
practices being used violated FHA. Due to procedural errors, the case was dismissed but the 
courts made it clear that a facially neutral regulation process, including a special permit process 
that is applicable to all people in a community, must be utilized by all groups, including 
disabled persons and cannot be bypassed and failure to abide by the process can result in 
dismissal. 

2) Density Limitations 
Prior to passage of the FHAA, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld certain city practices that limited 
the number of persons who were allowed to live together in asingle-family dwelling. In Vit/age 
of Bel/e Terre v. Borass, 94 S.Ct. 1536 (1974), the Court upheld a zoning ordinance that allowed 
no more than two unrelated students to live in the same house. Six unrelated students who 
lived in a single family house brought suit but the Court found that the ordinance was not an 
unconstitutional violation of either equal protection, the right of association, the right to travel, 
or expectations of privacy, and ruled that the ordinance was reasonable. Three years later, 
however, in Moore v. City of East Cleveland, 97 S.Ct. 1932 (1977), the Court considered a 
municipal ordinance that defined "family" to include only a narrow category of individuals 
directly related to one another and held that the ordinance interfered with the freedom of 
personal choice in family living arrangements in violation of the Due Process Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. Since passage of the FHAA, a series of cases worked their way 
through various circuits and produced conflicting opinions. Eliot v. City of Athens , 960 F.2d 975 
(11th Cir. 1992); City of Edmonds v. Wash. State B/dg. Code Council , 18 F.3d 802 (9th Cir. 
1994). The conflict was resolved when the Supreme Court held, in City of Edmonds v. Dxford 
House, Inc., 514 U.S. 725 (1995),. that the FHHA prevents a city from enforcing a zoning 
ordinance limiting the number of unrelated persons who may live in a dwelling located in an 



area zoned for single family use, if no similar restrictions are imposed on all residents of all 
dwellings. The Court also held that the FHHA's exemption for local maximum occupancy 
restrictions, which limit the number of occupants per dwelling, typically in regard to floor space 
or the number and type of rooms, do not apply to a city's single family zoning restrictions." 

3) Spacing Requirements 
"Somewhat surprisingly, requiring a mandatory minimum distance between group homes is 
not clearly a violation of the FHAA. In fact, some group home advocates support spacing 
requirement under the theory that by requiring group homes to be distributed throughout the 
community, the residents are able to live in mainstream residential neighborhoods rather than 
in a cluster of group homes segregated from the rest of the community. Some states have even 
included a spacing limitation by statute. Two cases that considered spacing requirements came 
to opposite conclusions. In Familystyle of St .Paul, lnc. v. city of St. Paul, 728 F. Supp. 1396 
(1991), a federal district court in Minnesota upheld a St. Paul ordinance requiring a minimum 
of 1,320 foot spacing between existing group homes for the mentally ill. The home operator 
argued that the spacing requirement had the effect of reducing the number of residents it 
could house, limiting a handicapped person's choice of where to live, and thus was invalid as a 
discriminatory housing practice under section 3615 of the FHAA. The City denied the charge 
and asserted that federal, state, and city laws all had the same purpose, i.e. increasing the 
housing options available to all handicapped people by integrating them into the mainstream 
of the community, through a policy of deinstitutionalization. The City also argued that the 
spacing requirements were valid because, even if they were discriminatory against the 
handicapped, handicapped people are not a `suspect class' under Cleburne v. Cleburne Living 
Center, 473 U.S. 432 (1985), and second, that even under strict scrutiny, the policy of 
deinstitutionalization and prevention of "ghettoization" is a compelling government interest 
which is narrowly tailored to achieve its ends through zoning dispersal. The court agreed with 
the City. In its holding, the court explained that, "[there is a significant difference between 
laws which directly regulate individuals and laws which regulate institutions," and [s]urely the 
Congress intended states to maintain some control over such facilities . . . .Because the 
handicapped are not directly prohibited from residing at these residences, and because states 
must maintain some authority over such institutions, the state and local laws are not 
preempted by section 3615." /d . at 1401. The court also found the spacing requirement to not 
have a discriminatory effect under Title VI11 and the equal protection clause because, under a 
rational basis standard of scrutiny, the Attorney General, the Legislature, the courts, Congress 
and the state of Minnesota had all promoted the policy of integration of the handicapped into 
the mainstream of the community. 

In other words, requiring new residential facilities to locate at a distance from similar facilities 
prevents a clustering of homes that might lead the mentally ill to cloister themselves and not 
interact with the mainstream community. By prohibiting this clustering effect, state and local 
laws furthered the goal of integrating the handicapped into the community. 1d . at 1404. 
Finally, the court refused to find that a distance requirement of less than 1,320 feet would be a 



less drastic means of attaining the policy of deinstitutionalization, thereby finding the city 
zoning law narrowly drawn. to promote a compelling government interest. On appeal, the 
Eighth Circuit affirmed the district courts findings that the challenged state laws and local 
ordinances were not preempted by the FHAA. It noted that, "Congress did not intend to 
abrogate a state's power to determine how facilities for the mentally ill must meet licensing 
standards," and that, "the challenged state laws and city ordinance do not affect or prohibit a 
retarded or mentally ill person from purchasing, renting, or occupying a private residence or 
dwelling." 923 F.2d 94. However, in Horizon House Developmental Services, Inc. v. Township of 
UpperSauthampton, 804 F.Supp. 683 (E.D. Pa . 1992), the court found that a distance 
requirement of 1000 feet between group homes required under a Pennsylvania ordinance was 
a violation of the Fair Housing Act and the equal protection clause of the Constitution. The 
court did not accept the Township's rationale that the group homes ordinance was a well-
intentioned effort to, "avoid potential clustering of homes for people with mental retardation 
and to promote their integration into the neighborhood." Id at 690. The City provided no 
evidence about how the ordinance would promote integration to support the reasonableness 
and legitimacy of their motives, and the court ruled that "the City was prohibited by the Fair 
Housing Act from using its concern for the safety and health of its disabled citizens as a pretext 
for actions that are actually based on outdated and unfounded prejudices and stereotypes 
about the abilities and limitations of handicapped persons." Id . at 699." 1

1 5uggested Resources Group Homes: Local Control and Regulation Versus Federal and State Fair Housing Laws, by Ted H. 

Lathe, http://www.mrsc.org/subjects/legal/gathe.aspx, (Washington State Bar Association Land Use Conference, May 1997) 
Group Homes and Zoning Under the Fair Housing Act, by Michael Mirra April 23, 1998, Columbia legal Services, 
http://www.hudhre.info/documents/GroupHomesandZoning.pdf Lroup Homes, Local Land Use, and the Fair Housing Act," 
Joint Statement of the Department of Justice and the Department of Housing and Urban Development, August 18, 1999 
Protecting Group Homes for the Non-Handicapped: Zoning in the Post-Edmonds Era, by Michael 1. Davis and Karen 1. Gaus, 
1499 Zoning and Planning Law Handbook How the Federal Fair Housing Act Protects Persons with Handicaps in Group Homes, 
by Susan M. Conner. Land Use Law,lanuary 1998 
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__m. 
'admitted in Kentucky andQhio 

September 14, 221 

Greg Voss 
City Attorney 
City of Lakeside Park, .Kentucky 
By Email: gvoss~,a~vosslaw.net 

Re: C7xford Hause Issues 

.Dear Mr. Vass: 

Please allow this oorrespondence to serve as a fallow up to m~ dis~ussian and request, an 
behalf of my clients, far the City caf Lakeside Park to take action with respect to the Clxford House 
issues that the City is currently facing. 

Before I proceed further, I think we all are in agreement that any living arrangement with 
more than. 3 unrelated adults in a R-lEE zone violates the City's zoning Cade. 

1. The t~xford Houses are pat in compliance with existin  gzaping 

Article VII, ~ 7.0 of the Lakeside Park Zoning Cade provides the following definitions: 

DI~ELLII'~iG, DET~4CHED, SINGLE - FAMILY: A dwelling, standing by itself, and containing 
only one (1}dwelling unit, but sha11 not include mobile homes. 

DWELLING UP~TIT: A building, or portion thereof, providing exclusive housekeeping facilities 
far one (1 }person or one (1 }family. 

FAMILY: An individual car two (2~ ar mare persons related by blood or marriage, ar group of pat 
mare than three (3~ persons (excluding servants) who need not be related by blood or marriage, 
living together in a single housekeeping unit as their common home far the time, as distinguished 
from a group occupying a boarding house, lodging house, hotel, club, fraternity or sorority 
house. 

SBCTIOI'd 10.4, R-lEE (RESIDEItTTIAL ONE - EE} ~OItiiE 

PURPOSE: This zone is established to provide a residential environment whose dwelling 
types and densities are typical of a suburban character. 

PERMITTED L.TSES 

Single -family residential dwellings (detached} 



Municipally +awned or operated parks, playgrounds, ar other community facilities 

Finally, Article XVIII of the Zoning Cade, that provides that exceptions must be run 
through the Board of Adjustments. To my knowledge, none of the Oxford Houses have complied 
with obtaining a variance through the Baar~ of Adjustments. 

2. The Fair Housing Act 

I have read the Qxford House's correspondence with the City with respect to the Fair 
Housing Act ("FHA"). Ta put it bluntly, they overstate the impart of the FHA and cases 
interpreting it, as somehow meaning that the City is required to give them everything they ask for. 
With respect, the law is otherwise. 

The FHA, declares it unlawful to discriminate in the sale 4r rental, or to otherwise make 
unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any buyer or renter because Qf a handicap cif that buyer ar renter. 
42 U.S.~.S. ~ 3C04(~(1)(A}. It is also a violation of the FHA to refuse to "make reasonable 
accommodations in rules, policies, practices, or services, when such ac~ammodations may be 
necessary to afford such person equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling." ~2 U.S.C.S. § 
3604(f}(3)(B)• 

The FHA has an exemption for "reasonable local, State, ar Federal restxictions regarding 
the maximum. number cif occupants permitted to occupy a dwelling." 42 LT.S.C.S. ~ 3607(b}(1). 
The FHA also has an exemption regarding "conduct against a person because such person has been 
convicted by any court of competent jurisdiction of the illegal manufacture or distribution of a 
controlled substance as defined in section 102 of the Cflntxolled Substances Act." 42 U.S.C.S. § 
3607(b)(4}. 

In City e+f Edmonds v. C7xford I~ause, Inc., 514 U.S. 725 (1995}, the issue was whether a 
definition of family unit, n~rt unlike the one employed by Lakeside Park, was a "restriction[] 
regarding the maximum number of occupants permitted to occupy a dwelling," ~s set forth in 42 
LT.S.C.S. § 3607(b)(1}, thus subjecting the restriction as completely exempt from any FHA 
requirements. The Court determined that the family unit definition was not a "restriction[] 
rega.rdin,~ the maximum number of occupants permitted tQ occupy a dwelling," as set forth in 42 
U.S.C.S. § 3b07(b}(1), and thus the categorical exception to the FHA did not apply. 

The parties assumed, far purposes of the case, that alcoholics in recovery and drug addicts 
in recovery were disabled, but that was not, as Oxford House claims, established in Edmonds —
again, it vas merely assumed by the parties far the pur~aases of that case.' In fact and notably, the 

1 The Supreme Court stated: "The parties have stipulated, for purposes of this litigation, that the 
residents of Oxford House-Edmonds `are recovering alcoholics and drug addicts and are 
handicapped persons within the meaning' cif the Act. App. 106." Id. at 729. 



FHA exempts from its purview those with a "current, illegal use of or addiction to a controlled 
substance." 42 USCS ~ 3602 (h). 

The FHA's applicability is not the end of the analysis (despite what ~xfc~rd House says}. 
As an aside, if a variance procedure e~sts to pursue exceptions to zoning requirements, there is 
no violation of the FHA for requiring an applicant seeking an accommodation to do so through 
that process. Oxford House-C u. pity of St. Louis, 77 F.3d 249 (8~n Cir. 1996}. 

In the Sixth Circuit, several cases are instructive on how FHA cases are resolved. First, 
Srtzith c4r Lee Assocs. v. City of Taylor, 13 F.3d 920 (6tn Cir. 1993] is a Case that dealt with, as this 
matter does, a request for a substantial alteration of community standards, to a 1 ~-person 
communal living area in asingle-family residential zone. The Sixth Circuit observed that "an 
accommodation is reasonable if it neither requires a `fundamental alteration in the nature of a 
program,' nor imp+ases "undue financial and administrative burdens." Id., citing Southeastern 
Community College v. 17avis, 442 U.S. 397 (1979}. And, further, "a'reasanable accommodation' 
is one [that] would not impr~se an. undue hardship or burden upon the entity making the 
accommodation, and would not undermine the basic purpose [that] the requirement seeks to 
achieve." 

In that case, the Sixth Circuit observed that "[w]e balance the City's interests against the 
need for an accommodation in this case, The premises can be used to house a handicapped group 
if there are six ar fewer occupants and indeed iS being used in that way. This case is thus 
distinguishable from a ease in which a neutxal zoning law operates to keep the handicapped out 
of residential districts entirely." The Court also observed that "[t]he state statute defining family 
to include group homes of six or less is, as we have noted, itself an accommodation." Id. 

And it observed that an Qperator's profits is not the factor, rather, "[t]he need for a further 
aecommodatian by increasing the number of occupants to twelve is Smith &Lee's need, which is 
unable to make a reasonable profit i~. this home with only six occupants." Id. "This need does 
not appear to exist far other operators of group homes." Id. "There. are several AFC homes far 
the handicapped with six car fewer residents operating in R-lA districts throughout Taylor." Id. 

"However, the inquiry should not be whether a particular profit-making company needs 
such an accommodation but, rather, do such businesses as a whole need this accommodation." 
Id. "otherwise, by unreasonably inflating costs, one business would get such an accommodation 
while another, better run, did not." Id. "Also, in considering the effect of an accommodation, 
the court must consider not just the effect of a single home, but it needs to know the effect on 
other potential applications." Id. "Here there are many other homes in the City that, in view of 
the lame profit t~ be made by expanding to twelve residents, might well seek similar action in 
addition to other potential applicants." Id.2

2 tin remand, the Sixth Circuit found that the evidence required an accommodation to 9, but not 
12; ~,f. t~xford House-C v. City of St. Louis, 77 F.3d 249 (8~h Cir. 149C} (no FHA violation far 
letting Oxford House have 8 instead of 12) 



Other Sixth Circuit precedent is in accord with this holding, namely that the City need not 
gimme the applicants what they want so that they can m~.ximize profit at the expense of 
~vercrawding particular homes. Hartzm v. ~'ity of Gahanna, 109 Fed. Apex. 744 (~i~h Cir. 2004}. 

tend, case law exists that suggests it is permissible to condition an exception an things to 
balance impacts to the community. Means v. ~'ity pf Dayton, 111 F. Supp. 2d X69 (SI70H 2000} 
(permissible to condition an exception to the zoning code on things like additional off-street 
parking). 

3. Current uses, variances, and the Board of Adjustments 

The current Oxford House uses are not in compliance with City zoning code. It is wholly 
appropriate to require these facilities to go before the Board of Adjustments far their requests for 
an a~~ammodatian to zoning code. 

We acknowledge, of course, that the Board is required to reasonal lv accommodate them 
(even if to da so would otherwise violate the zoning code given federal preemption issues). But 
the key term is "reasonable" accommodation —not an unrestricted lifting of the zoning code to 
help them maximize profit. City of Taylor, 13 F.3d 920; City of ~ahanna, 109 Fed. Appx. 744. 

Tate Board of Adjustments should consider, among other things: 

(1}whether there is already sufficient housing in the sma11 city for those with the 
disability at issue sa as to avoid the need to accommodate at all; 

(2} whether less Qnerous accommodations (from the neighbor and City's perspective} can 
be given to them rather than. the twelve person exception that they are asking far din other words, 
can permitting six or eight residents, instead of twelve, to live there provide housing provide 
meaningful housing oppariunities without creating density concerns}; 

(3} what conditions cast be placed in a variance to satisfy community safety concerns 
given what the City has already experienced with the two existing facilities (including 
restrictions on any current controlled substanoe use, which mi~.ht provide that if there are 
repeated violations, would result in the variance being terminated —and, keep in mind, current 
controlled substance use is not a handicap under the FHA -- 42 USCS § 3602 (h)); 

(4) whether a prohibition should be issued as part of the variance to rental or permitting 
anyone to occupy such facilities whc~ have been convicted by any court of competent jurisdiction 
of the illegal manufacture or distribution of a controlled substance as defined in section 102 of 
the Controlled Substances Act, as is permitted by 42 U.S.C.S. ~ 3607(b)(4); 

(5) whether sufficient off street parking should be required as a condition of an 
accommodation to alleviate some of the traffic concerns; and 

(6) whether other reasonable conditions can. or should be added to any variance. 



4. Ordinance revision 

Lakeside Park should consider a teact amendment to its zoning Cade. Specifically, it 
should consider a change similar tQ the fallowing: 

Article VII, ~ 7.0: 

DV~ELLING, DETACHELI, SII'dGLE - FAMILY: A dwelling, standing b~ itself, and 
containing; only one (1) dwelling unit, but shall not include mobile homes. ~Votwithstandin~ any 
P~IZt.'t',71PUV1Sl(3t1Sa each dw~ellin.~ within Phis defnitic~n shall have at least SOt1 square feet of 
habitable hoar area /v~ each aecupan~ armed Y8 Vears and Alder, and 25Q sr~uare feed of 
habitable fluor area fr~~' each occupant abed Y ~' vea~s ar~d you n,~et~. 

CTnlike the family definition, thi$ change, and the enforcement of it, is plainly exempted 
from the FHA under the exception contained at 42 U. S.C. S. § 36o'7{b}(1 }. Fair Haus. Advocates 
Assn v. City of Richmond Heights, 209 F.3d 626 (6th Cir. 2000}. As people move out of these 
facilities (and we understasrd turnover is frequent}, that would allow the city to systematically 
ratchet down occupancy to reasonable levels without necessarily betting into non-conforming 
use issues. 

S. Occupational License 

The Mayor could also consider whether to renew the accupatianallicenses of the 
facilities, at the time of renewal, given the repeat criminal issues at them. See Lakeside Park 
t~rdinance 6Q.013(C)(2}. That same ordinance permits the Mayor to require the posting of a 
band. See Lakeside Park Ordinance 60.013(0)(5). 

6. Chronic Nuisance 

As I mentioned last night, the City might also consider passing a chronic nuisance 
ordinance similar to that passed by Fort Mitchell in 2011. See Fort Mitchell Ordinance 92.15, et. 
se y. 

7. Conclusion 

My clients are deeply concerned by this issue. Please let me knew what the City's next 
steps are. As an aside, and in the interest of disclosure, we intend to file a complaint this week 
concerning the Farmcrest property with PL1S, once they begin operation if they exceed the 
capacity limitations. Feel free to contact me if you need ta. 

Sincerely, 

/`~ . %r/~~►~ 

Christopher Wiest 

Cc: Tom Hudepahl 

0 



CITY OF NEWPORT ACCOMODATIQN ORDINANCE 

AS AMENDED 2017 

(SEE ATTACHED) 



AN ORDINANCE OF THE BOARD OF CONIIUIISSIONERS C1F THE CITY 
OF NEWPQRT, KENTUCKY AMENDING SECTIONS 20.Q, 20.1, 20.4, 
24.6, 20.7, 20.8, 20.9, AND 20.10 OF ARTICLE XX OF THE OFFICIAL 
ZONING ORDINANCE CONCERNING CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES 
FOR DETERMINING REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIC?N IN THE LAND 
USE AND ZONING REGULATIONS FOR GROUP HOMES IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH FAiR HOUSING LAWS. 

WHEREAS, Titie VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, as amended by the Federal 

Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 ("FHA"), imposes an affirmative duty on local 

governments to make reasonable accommodations (modifications or exceptions) in their 

rules, policies, practices, or services related to land use and zoning regulations when 

such accommodation may be necessary to afford an individual with a recognized 

handicap an equal opportunity to use and enjoy housing; and, 

WHEREAS, codification of a formal proc~d~re for individuals with recognized 

handicaps seeking equal access to housing to request reasonable accommodation in 

the application of the City's land use and zoning regulations, standards, policies, and 

procedures and establishment of relevant criteria to be used when considering such 

requests will ensure prompt, fair and efficient handling of such requests in accordance 

with the statutory mandates, including the reasonable accommodation mandates of the 

FHA; and, 

V~HEREAS, the City has been granted broad police powers to preserve single 

family characteristics of its single family neighborhoods; and, 

WHEREAS, the City has the right to regulate both the number of persons who may 

reside in a single family home and the manner in which it is used so long as such 
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regulations da not unfairly discriminate or impair an individual's rights of privacy and 

association; and, 

WHEREAS, individuals and families often purchase houses in single family 

neighborhoods with the expectation of establishing close and long standing ties with their 

neighbors and the neighbarhoad; and, 

WHEREAS, along with these expectations, individuals and families commit to 

making, for the most part, the single largest financial and emotional investments of their 

lives; and, 

WHEREAS, the FNA prohibits enforcement of zoning regulations which uvould 

have the effect of discriminating against equal housing opportunities for the handicapped; 

WHEREAS, the purpose of a group home is to provide a comfortable living 

environment for handicapped individuals within a residential community environment so 

that they have the opportunity to reside in the single family neighborhood of their choice; 

WHEREAS, recognizing that recovering alcoholics and drug addicts, who are not 

currently using a{cohol or drugs, are considered handicapped under the FHA; and, 

~b►HEREAS, this Ordinance will provide a mechanism for handicapped individuals 

to seek accommodation upon making a showing that such accommodation is reasonably 

necessary to afford the individual with recognized handicaps the right to use and enjoy a 

single family dwelling in a manner similar to that enjoyed by the non-handicapped; and, 
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WHEREAS, in seeking a balance within the urban residential neighborhood 

characteristics of the City, a six hundred and fifty foot (650') distance requirement still 

provides a reasonable market for the purchase and operation of a group home; and, 

WHEREAS, The City recognizes that a responsibly operated group home provides 

a societal benefit by providing the recognized handicapped the opportunity to live in single 

family neighborhoods,; and, 

WHEREAS, there is a need for implementing criteria for determining and 

establishing reasonable accommodation within tha City's zoning Ordinance that 

formalizes procedures related to such accommodation; and, 

WHEREAS, this Ordinance has been reviewed for compliance, 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAIiVED BY THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

OF THE CITY OF NEWPORT, KENTUCKY, as follows: 

SECTION 1 

That Article XX, Sections 20.0, 20.1, 20.4, 20.6, 20.7, 20.$, 20.9, and 20. ~ 0 of the 

Official Zoning Ordinance are hereby amended to read, as follows: 

ZONING 
ARTICLE XX REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION IN LAND USE AND ZONING 
REGULATION 

Section 20.0 Definitions 

For the purposes of this Article, the following terms are defined as follows: 
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FAIR HOUSING LAWS: The Federal Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 (FHA) and 

the provisions of KRS 344.600 et. seq., as may be amended from time to time (fair 

housing laws). 

GROUP HOME: A residential facility for the care of seven (7j or less unrelated 

individuals living in a single housekeeping unit and recognized as handicapped 

individuals under the Fair Housing Act and Americans with Disabilities Act. 

A Sober Living Facility shall be considered as a Group Hame for all purposes consistent 

herewith.

HANDICAPPED: [ 

Person with Disabilities: For the purpose herein, has the 

meaning sat forth in the federal Fair Housing Act and the American with Disabilities Act 

and is an individual wha has a physical or mental impairment that limits one of more of 

the major life activities of such individual, is regarded as having such impairment or has 

a record of such impairment. While a person recovering from substance abuse is 

considered a person with a disability under 42 U.S.C. § 3602(h~person who is 

currently engaged in illegal use of a controlled substance is not. 

OPERATOR:An individual or business entity, whether for profit or non-profit, which 

provides residential services at a [~e~e~--I+~rt~~g#~Gi } group home. 

REASONABLE ACCOMODATION: The act of making a dwelling unit or housing 

facility(ies) readily accessible to and usable by a person with disabilities, through the 

removal of constraints in the city's land use, zoningpermit and processing procedures. 
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All accommodations may not be reasonable, and the reasonableness of a request will 

be determined b ~t ity. 

SOBER LIVING FACILITY: A single family dwelling unit [ 

a— I+~g}} used by individuals recovering from a drug andlor alcohol addiction, 

considered as a[~} handicapped individual [ 

under state or federal law. A sober living facility shall not provide on-site supportive 

services to residents, including the following: mental health services; clinical 

rehabilitation services; social services; medical, dental,. nutritional or other health care 

services; financial management services; Iegal services; vocational services; and other 

similar supportive services. 

Section 20.1 Purpose 

Fair housing laws impose an affirmative duty on local governments to make reasonable 

accommodation in their land use and zoning regulations and practices when such 

accommodation may be necessary to afford handicapped individuals [ h ro,~~~ 

~a~+~ps] an equal opportunity to housing in accordance therewith. 

In furtherance of the purposes of the fair housing laws, this Article is intended to: preserve 

the residential character of single family residential neighborhoods; ensure that  qroup 

homes, including saber living facilities) are actually entitled to reasonable accommodation 

[ ; limit the secondary 

impacts of group homes including sober living facilities by reducing noise and traffic; 

preserve safety and provide adequate on-street parking; provide an accommodation for 

[t~~ r~^^^^~~~~" handicapped individuals that is reasonable and actually bears some 
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resemblance to the opportunities afforded non-handicapped individuals to use and enjoy 

a dwelling in a residential neighborhood; and, to provide a living environment that will 

enhance the opportunity for the [~ese~~+~] handicapped to be successful in their 

programs. Pursuant to fair housing laws, this Article is also created to provide 

handicapped individuals [ ] reasonable accommodation in 

rules, policies, practices, and procedures to ensure equal access to housing and facilitate 

the development of housing for individuals with such recognized handicaps when the 

same may act as a barrier to fair housing opportunities. 

There is hereby established a procedure for making requests for reasonable 

accommodation in land use and zoning regulations, policies, practices, and procedures 

to comply fully with the intent and purpose of fair housing laws. Unless a group home 

has been granted reasonable accommodation as provided in this Article, group homes 

shall comply with zoning regulations, policies, practices, and procedures applicable to 

the zone in which they are located. 

Section 20.4 Application for Requesting Reasonable Accommodation 

a) :Forms for requesting reasonable accommodation shall be available in the 

Development Services Department. 

b) An application for reasonable accommodation may be made by: any 

handicapped individual [ or his or her representative; 

the owner of the real property intended for use as a jsebe~---I+v+r~g-#~~ }  group 

home for handicapped individuals; or, the owner/operator of an entity providing 

residential services at the location. 
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c) Requests for reasonable accommodation shall be in writing and provide 

the following information: 

(1) Name, address, and phone number of the applicant requesting 

reasonable accommodation; 

(2) Name, address, and phone number of the house manager who is 

responsible for the day to day operation of the facility, if any; 

(3) Address of the property for which accommodation is requested; 

(4) Name, address, and phone number of the property owners) if not the 

applicant; 

(5) If the [~seh~r' ;~s+~+t~-}operator is not the property owner, then a copy 

of any lease agreement between applicant and owner must be provided 

as well as written approval from the property owner to operate a [~e~e~ 

~+~~~i~a~i } 9raup home at the property location; 

(6) Detailed description of the requested accommodation with reference to 

any known regulation, policy ar procedure from which relief is sought; 

(7) Reason that the requested accommodation may be necessary for the 

handicapped individuals) [ ] to use the 

dwelling; 

(8) Copy of the [ group home rules and regulations 

including intake procedures and relapse policy; 

(9) Blank copy of all forms that residents or potential residents are required 

to complete; 
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(10)An affirmation by the applicant or owner/operator that only handicapped 

residents [ shall reside at the [~ss~e~ ~ 

#~~ ] group home; and, 

(11) Copy of any agreement between applicant or owner/operator and the 

property owner setting forth or concerning any fee arrangement or 

financial reimbursement applicable to each resident of the [sebe~-++~+r~g 

#~~;+I+~~ group home. 

{e}}--The applicant or owner/operator shall be responsible for filing with the City 

within thirty (30) days, any updates or changes to policies, procedures, ownership, 

or operating entity. 

[#~] e~ Any information obtained shall be considered confidential, shall be retained 

in a manner sa as to respect the privacy rights of the applicant and shall not be made 

available for public inspection unless otherwise required by law. 

[g~] f~ A request for reasonable accommodation to the regulations, policies, 

practices and procedures may be filed at any time that the accommodation may be 

necessary to ensure equal access to housing. A reasonable accommodation shall 

not affect an individual's obligations to comply with other applicable regulations not 

at issue in the requested accommodation. 
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[#}] g~ If an applicant needs assistance in making the request for reasonable 

accommodation, it shall be provided to ensure that the process is properly 

undertaken. 

[+~] h~ An applicant may seek relief from the strict application of the provisions of 

this Ordinance by submitting such request in writing to the Director of Development 

Services (hereafter "Director") setting forth specific reasons as to why 

accommodation over and above the provisions set forth herein is necessary. 

[}}] i~ Na application fee shall be charged. 

Section 20.6 [ Distance Requirement 

.. --

-- 

.. 
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e} No [ssb~+ui~-#~s+N~} group home shall be located within [ 

'}}six hundred and fifty feet~650'~, as measured from the closest property lines, 

of any other [ group home. j 

... 

~.~ 
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Section 20.7 Insurance and Niortaaae Notification Reauirement 

a) The owner or operator of any group home shall be required to maintain and 

provide proof to the City of liability insurance coverage in the amount of $300 000 

per person and $1,000,000, per occurrence, for personal injury to persons or 

property damage. 

b) The owner or operator shall be required to provide proof to the City that any 

mortgage lien holder on the subject property has been notified of the use of the 

premises as a group home. 

Section 20.[~~8 Reviewing Authority 
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a) Upon proper application made, requests far reasonable accommodation 

shall be reviewed by the Director of Development Services using the criteria set 

forth herein. 

b) The Director shall issue a written decision on a request for reasonable 

accommodation within thirty (30) days of the date of the application and may 

either grant, grant with modifications, or deny a request for reasonable 

accommodation in accordance with the required findings set forth below. 

c) If necessary to reach a determination on the request for reasonable 

accommodation, the Director may request further information from. the applicant 

consistent with fair housing laws, specifying in detail the information that is 

required. In the even that a request for additional information is made, the thirty 

(30}day period to issue a decision shall be stayed until the applicant responds to 

the request. 

Section 20.[x]9 Required ~indings 

The written decision to grant, grant with. modifications, or deny a request far reasonable 

accommodation shat! be consistent with fair housing laws and based on the following 

factors. 

a) Whefher the housing, which is the subject of the request for reasonable 

accommodation, will be used by an individual with a recognized handicap as 

defined herein and protected under fair housing laws. 

b) Whether the requested accommodation is necessary to make housing available 

to an individual with a recognized handicap protected under the fair housing laws. 
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c) Whether the requested accommodation would impose an undue financial or 

administrative burden on the City. 

d) Whether the requested accommodation would require a fundamental alteration 

in the nature of the City's land use or zoning regulations, codes or related 

programs. 

e) The requested accommodation will not result in a direct threat to the health, safety 

or welfare of other individuals or cause physical damage to the property of others. 

f) Whether the requested accommodation is necessary to make facilities of a similar 

nature economically viable in light of the particularities of the relevant market and 

market participants. 

g) Whether the existing supply of facilities of a simi{ar nature and operation in the 

community is already sufficient to provide individuals with a recognized handicap 

an equal opportunity to live in a residential setting. 

h) The City shall consider the following factors upon any request for 

accommodation: 

1. Whether the requested accommodation would fundamentally alter 

the character of the neighborhood; 

2. Whether the requested accommodation would result in a substantial 

increase in traffic or insufficient parking; 

3. Whether granting the requested accommodation would substantially 

undermine any express purpose of the City's Comprehensive Plan; and 
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4. Whether the requested accommodation would create an 

institutionalized environment due to the number of and distance between 

facilities that are similar in nature or operation. 

Section 20.[x]10 Written Decision on the Request for Reasonable 

Accommodation 

a) The Director shall render a written decision on the request for reasonable 

accommodation within thirty (30) days of receipt. The written decision on the 

request for reasonable accommodation shall explain in detail the basis of the 

decision, including the Director's findings.:..:.:.. an the criteria set forth herein. The 

written decision shall give notice of the applicant's right to appeal and to request 

reasonable accommodation in the appeals process as set forth below. The notice 

of decision shall be sent to the applicant by certified mail. 

b) The written decision of the Director shall be deemed final unless an applicant 

appeals the decision to the Board of Adjustment within the prescribed time period. 

c) In the event the Director fails to render a written decision within the prescribed 

period of time, fihe request shall be advanced to the City Manager for final 

determination, who shall make such written determination within ten (10) days 

thereof. fn the event that a written determination is not issued within forty (40) 

days of the request it shall be automatically be deemed as granted. 

d) While a request for reasonable accommodation is pending, all laws and 

regulations otherwise applicable to the property that is the subject of the request 

shall remain in full force and effect. 
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e) The Director shall be required to maintain records of requests for reasonable 

accommodation or modification and the response thereto including final written 

decisions. 

Section 20.[x]11 Appeals 

a) Within thirty (30) days of the date of the Director's written decision, an 

applicant may appeal an adverse decision. Appeals from the adverse decision 

shall be made in writing to the Board of Adjustment within the prescribed period 

of time. 

b) If an applicant needs assistance in filing an appeal on an adverse decision, 

the City will provide assistance to ensure that the appeals process is properly 

underkaken. 

c) RIl appeals shall contain a statement of the grounds for the appeal. 

d) Nothing in this procedure shall preclude an aggrieved individual from 

seeking any other state or federal remedy available. 

SECTION 11 

That this Ordinance shall be signed by the Mayor, attested to by the City Clerk, 
recorded, published and effective upon publication. 

PASSED: First reading December 12, 2016 
PASSED: Second reading January 23, 2017 

Jerry R. Peluso, Mayor 

Amy B. Able, City Clerk 

PUBLISHED: By title and summary in the Campbell County Recorder the _t day of , 
2017. 
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